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Part I
”0 holy love of countryJ
What delights, hitherto
unknown to Frenchmen,
dost thou not bring to
their noble souls i"
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FRENCH JACOBINISM
1 .
There have been movements, whether political or not, that
have exhibited Incredible courses of action and feeling; but
there has been no movement with the passion of Jacobinism and
no movement that proves so vividly that man cannot live by
bread alone.
To study some forty years of eighteenth and nineteenth
century Jacobinism it la necessary to turn first to the
French# If these inspired egalitarians were not the
originators of Jacobinism, they gave it a name and enough
power to change the lives and literature of Englishmen, to
color American politics, and to direct Italian policies.
In the summer of revolutionary 1789, when France was in
^e Club Breton a wondrous ferment, the Club Breton had
fkT Versailles
beginning. At Versailles the National
Assembly of the Estates General, numbering about 1200
members, with no organization, no precedents, no parliamentary
procedure was in a "state of nature". And one of the best
knit of the Radical Groups, who met to discuss the questions
of the hour, was the caucus of the Breton deputies. This
Club Breton held its occasional meetings in a cafe near the
Assembly hall, and, in order to further its influence and to
gain a majority, it admitted members who were not deputies. '
After the October Days, the members of the Club in Paris took
more new members and launched the Society of Friends of the
Constitution. The first meeting was in a room rented from
the monks of a Jacobinian convent in the rue St. Honors,
^aln near the meeting place of the National Assembly. The

official name, too long for current use, was dropped, and the
popular French name for the Dominican friars was adopted.
The Jacobin Club was thus firmly established, and, during
1790 and 1791, local societies were found throughout the
country. These provincial clubs had at first been only
debating societies strictly controlled by the club in Paris;
then still under guidance they enlarged and became local
assemblies which were later charged with part of the work of
governing France during the Terror. After a while the clubs
fell into the control of the active, more radical minority.
But during the years the system of affiliation was strong;
children and women received instruction, and every means was
employed to spread a powerful network all over France.
The elaborate working system of the French Jacobins
called .jacquerie « the physical and moral violence, the
rationalized cruelty and horrible persecution, and the
prevention of all government must be mentioned but need not
be described. The activities of the Jacobins are important
for consideration in this paper only as they are found to
affect English Jacobinism.
In order to define the French Jacobin, Taine searched
history for instances of Jacobinian cruelty and violence.
His Jacobin was "a creature curiously cerebral, made up of
Descartes, Rousseau, Robespierre, and St. Just". There are,
moreover, many hundreds of examples of Jacobinian political
practise, theory, and religion. Jacobinism endured; it meant
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a great deal to generations of the next century; there must be,
then, something more than cruelty, violence, and heady
doctrines behind this -ism. And so, for a better definition
I
I
of French Jacobinism, Mr. Brinton has carefully examined the
I
club records of the deeds and beliefs of ordinary members.
This scholar has estimated that one Frenchman in twelve
spent a great part of his time and even the greatest part of
his time upon public business. There wore 500,000 staunchly
Members of loyal members and about 1,000,000 Jacobins in
Jacoblnlan
' Clubs name. Members Included actors, respectable
bourgeois, physicians, ex-nobles, ox-priests, and nouveau-
riches. There was a Philip of Nancy suspected of piracy;
and there were many English names on the lists. Arthur
Young, the English agriculturist, is named in Jacobin records
for his sympathy with classes suffering from excesses fought
against by the Revolutionists. The Jacobins were not, then,
a class or a group of persons with common social standing and
background or with common economic Interests. The
Revolutionary tribunals were concerned just as much with
servants, prostitutes, cuid tradesmen, as with dukes and
duchesses.
What did these ordinary members believe? What were their
aims? Theirs was an unearthly aspiration, a fixed religious
Characteristics faith that admitted no heresy,
and Alma of ^
French Jacobin^ Theological terms such as "regeneration",
"resurrection" guided their speech and rituals. The taking
of the Bastille was a symbolic date when man was reborn, was
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washed clean of the evils of the old regime* A republic was
resurrectedi Its opponents had sinned and were damnedj only i
the Jacobins were the small group of the elect. This religious!
characteristic is found most wonderfully in the convivials
when a thousand healths were drunk and in the religious
ceremonies and processions for the Goddess of Reason*
And the aims of their faith were these: ”An independent
I
nation—a republican form of government, universal manhood
suffrage, separation of church and state, equal civil rights
for all, abolition of hereditary distinction and social
privileges, a competitive Industrial and agricultural society,
private ownership of property but without great fortunes and l
without dire poverty; a virtuous, hard-working society
without luxuries and without vices, where the individual
1
freely conforms to standards of middle class decency*" I
The Platform of the Jacobins has its important place in
this early consideration of the background of English Radical I
Thought* The sobriety and sound middle-class purltanlsm of ^
the following notes should be remembered*
1. Anti-clericalism: The Jacobinian st^te recognized
none but laymen* It had little quarrel with Protestants but
violent quarrels with Catholics. There was little atheism;
the worship of Reason was theism*
2* Charity: New fire engines, better public hygiene,
rewards for heroism, etc* were advocated*
3. Drunkenness, gambling, swearing, prostitution, lying.
1 The French Revolution, Brinton, p* 183
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dancing—even billiard rooms were denounced. "A gsunbler, a
drunkard, a bad father cannot be a republican," said the good
Philip to his club of Nancy.
4. Education: The poorest children must have education;
\j2iiy6rsal education would Include the teaching of Jacobinism.
5. Boycotting: Because of the character of an ximbrella
merchant, they no longer should honor him with their
patronage.
6* Censoring; Books and plays were censored carefully.
7. Child labor; Great indignation was felt against the
anti-social cruelty of child labor.
1
A list of alms and a platform not unusually radical to
the twentieth century. But the French Jacobins, unlike most
English Jacobins who stood for those same propositions,
became fanatics. The above-mentioned characteristic of
passionate religion was in part to blame. Moat Jacobins had
no common, selfish hxman Interests; religious fanatics, they
were men Inspired to change overnight this earth into their
heaven--a heaven where no pain and strife, no vices could
stand before true Christian virtues. Men should be free and
equal and contented. The revolution resulted because they
tried to realize their heaven here on earth, and the attempt
led to the Terror—those whom they couldn't convert they
exterminated.
The Jacobins were an orgsinlzed minority. The strongest
organization in France; and the pressure of war from without
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and civil disturbances and food scarcity from within caused
I
such obstacles that they were driven to extremes. But there i
are countless incidents of liberality, as discovered in the
minutes kept of Jacobin meetings. The following quotation
answers a complaint about the Roman Catholic wife and
daughter of a justice of the peace.
Considering that M. le juge de paix is not to blame for
the silliness of his family, and that he himself is entirely
free to be a fanatique (Catholic) too, if he does not disturb
order, and if he fulfills his functions properly, the society
passes to the order of the day.”
Specific records reveal the Innocence of the Jacobins
in the Champ-de-Mars demonstration when the people showed a
petition demanding the king’s deposition and where several
people were killed.
The Jacobins even in the face of newspaper evidence offer
conclusive proofs why they neither proposed nor adopted the
petition; they stated further that they had merely been
consulted as to the suppression of one speech. Fanaticism,
though evidently disproved in these instances was nevertheless
a characteristic of the ordinary Jacobin and his often
misdirected passion.
The society failed because it had promised happiness,
heaven on earth, and its rule brought only war and high
^cllne^of prices, hunger, cold, imprisonment and death.
Jacobinism
in France peuple remained as ill-clothed and as 111-
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7fed as before. Jacobinism, even In prosperity, was too
heroic a faith to hold the common man. And finally since
many a Jacobin had been a business man or a landowner, he
began to draw back in 1794. The end came w^h "a great sigh
of relief, mingled with some astonishment". Club rooms were
closed; club papers were seized; and sixty-eight Journalists
were deported. The formal organization of the Jacobins was
destroyed, but the spirit still persisted among the 500,000
loyal members; and the first disaster on the frontier was
calculated to^ quicken its activities. During the years
thereafter bands of adherents frequently organized in the
streets.
Jacobinism never died out in France; and for a century
it inspired radicals throughout the world. Its symbolism has
2
Survival survived in a "hundred ways". 1^3
Spread of French
, „ ^
Jacobinism Jacobines , a comedy by Abel Hermant (1907)
shows later French opinions of the survival of Jacobin
morality, and develops a thesis against abuse of divorce
which is believed to come from early Jacobin freedom with
regard to marriage.
In America the Anti-Federalist Clubs were called
"Jacobins born in sin, impure offspring of Genet, sons of
3
darkness". Households, families, communities, trades, and
professions split on political 15nes. Jacoblnism--lts scorn
1 The Jacobin Club. Cambridge History, p. 672
2 The French Revolution . Brlnton, p. 60
3 Jacobin smd Junt^. p. 15
Le Babillard of July 18th : "At noon four commissioners from”
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of the pomp of a military funeral—prevented a man from
attending his brother *s funeral service#
Milan was the headquarters of the movement in Italy;
and sums of money were sent for the support of Jacobin Clubs
In the chief Italian towns. When the whole nation in 1793
drove back trained armies of Austria^ Prussia, England,
Spain, and Sardinia, there was a thrill of true Jacoblnlan
excitement. "The Rights of Man seemed to summon all peoples
to a new political life, and the victories of the sans
culottes served to clinch beliefs of enthusiasts that old
monarchies were doomed to fall and that the future lay with
1
regenerated and militant nations."
The most Important of the Jacoblnlan disciples was
England—a country thrilled, amazed, torn, and terrorized
by the Jacobins and their revolution. With a realization
that all this Is part of the complex history of the
formation of English Jacobinism, we can now turn to England.
1 Cambridge Modern History . Vol. Ill, page 556
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English Jacobinism
Sources of
iEnglish
Jacobinism
English radical thought of the last years of the
eighteenth century received its life from French contemporary
thought and activities; but the immediate
sources of the Jacoblnlan principles of
both countries came mainly from three French writers:
Helvetlus, Holbach, and Rousseau. Englishmen were conscious
of events during this age when ”'twas very bliss to be alive",
but they were absorbing French revolutionary doctrines to be
found in the pages of the French revolutionary writers.
One patriotic English Jacobin, Richard Dinmore, who was
very much alive to the new radical thought, declared in his
English philosophers small book that the principles
the real originators
, ,
of all this radical of English Jacobinism are not
thought
French principles. He admits that the French acted on them, j
I
but he declares that they are of pure English growth. "Locke, i
Sydney, Marvel, Milton, etc. were their authors; for them I
Eambden bled; for them the Anglo-Americans shed their purest !
2 I
blood and exposed their bravest sons." This view was of '
course true. Bacon began to demand freedom from the past
and its prejudices, in the sixteenth century. Hobbes a little
^
later s^ld that man ^ nature has a right to all things and
that he should have as much liberty against other men as he
would allow other men against himself. Locke in the
seventeenth century opposed the theory that man has no right
to natural freedom and equality and that a State of Nature
would not be warfare but Peace. A list of Locke's principles
"I kn Exposition of the Principles of the English Jacobins
^
blnmore, p. 36
2 Ibid. p. 5
>
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moreover, would begin perhaps with this: No one can be
subjected to the political power of another without his own
consent.
So Dinmore told part of the truth in his patriotic
sermon. And the French philosophers were profoundly
Influenced by Bacon, Hobbes, and Locke. But Helve tius,
certainly nearer than Locke to contemporary thought, was
studied carefully by those men, English or French, who
1
influenced the mind of Mr. Dinmore.
Helvetius, although a German by birth, was a man of
authority in the French government. A favorite of the Queen
at the French Court, he was made a farmer
Helvetius
general with an Income of 100,000 lbs.; yet the immediate
results of his reasoning in the Essays on Mind (1758) gave
the French Revolution its first principles.
These essays are of great historical importance for two
other more general reasons: they phrased effectively for the
Revolution Locke's psychology of sensation, and they
advocated legislation which should work toward public good.
Education, he explains, can rectify all false judgments, and
education accounts for all the inequalities of minds. ’’The
great Inequality observable in the minds of human beings
depends only on the education they receive and the unknown
and varied chains of circumstances in which they are placed.”
And when the results of this reasoning declared ’’that man
had no innate inclinations to evil, and that education can
!
1
1
1
i 1 One of Mr. Dinmore 's cardinal arguments against the
extravagancies of the clergy is taken from Helvetius: The
French clergy was maintained before 1777 at the expense of
25,000 lbs. a day or 9,125,000 lbs. a year.
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make him capable of infinite perfection", the first principle
of the philosophy of the Revolution had been created.
The further reasoning of Helvetius makes self-interest
the motive to virtue which is action for public good; and the
self-interest, education and the general will (the will of the
majority) can produce a government provided for the public
welfare and not for the gratification of a capricious king.
Laws that were once beneficial are no longer beneficial; so
worship of tradition must be destroyed. Kings and priests
are arrayed behind the rocks of tradition and preserve their
authority by using the ignorance and weakness of men. Kings
and priests are therefore enemies of mankind and must be
(
destroyed.
The psychology of Helvetius, his theory of education
and his denunciation of monarchy and tradition, make him, then,
a decidedly Important factor in the building up of
i
revolutionary thought.
I
In Holbach's salon for radicals and free thinkers the
Holbach conversation often had the anti-religious
turns of Helvetius. Holbach rejoiced in being the founder
i
of eighteenth century materialism and modern atheism. His
advocacy for free thought made him wish to substitute reason
for tradition.
The System of Nature (1790) was a plea for materialism
and atheism; reason was set on high and the atheist hailed
as a faithful benefactor to mankind. With the reasoning of
Holbftch grew the radicals of the revolutionists, the minority
1 The French Revolution and the English Poe ts, Hancock, p. 12
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of the Jacobins* Holbach argued thus: There Is nothing but
matter, motion; man has no soul outside his body. There is
no God and no need to consider his existence* The belief in
God is pernicious and must be destroyed; supernatural reason
is the true concern of the present miseries of man. Atheists
must turn the minds of men from conjectures of immortality
which is certainly a vain dream in this world of actuality.
"There are no whole truths in his book, but it led the radical
mind to accept many of its teachings if not to accept downright
1
Atheism." It is a book that left a mark on English poetry
and in the early life of the contemporary English poets.
In Rousseau the spirit of change received the most
Rousseau eloquent expression. Rousseau was a leader
of the ideologists, whose ideas are based on the latent
possibilities of men. The various principles of the past and
its errors keep man from developing what is good and glorious
in human existence* This was Rousseau's dream, and it gave
him fire and such convincing force that his readers felt that
they could not live in such a world, corrupt and degenerate
as he described it* They fell whole-heartedly into his
scheme for social reorganization based upon principles of
liberty, equality, and fraternity, upon the faith that man,
naturally good, would practise these principles if given the
opportunity*
A discovery of the origin of inequality among men was
revealed in the Second Discourse (against arts and the
excessive pursuit of Knowledge) "As long as men undertook
-
1 The French Revolution and the English Poets. Ibid*, n* 17
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j
only such works as a single person could finish, and confined
j
themselves to such acts as did not require the Joint endeavor
of several hands, they lived free, healthy, honest and happy.” |
I
When man became mutually dependent on man, the "bonds of
servitude" were formed. Rousseau counsels man in that often
misunderstood phrase to retxirn to a seml-clvlllzed state.
The Social Contract brings forth that vastly Important
but historically untrue statement that the original act of
association under civil law was voluntary. Society, says
Rousseau, must be brought back to its legal constitution
only when revolutions will destroy government and the griefs
and ills of society. Man in making the social contract did
not give up the rl^ts of individual liberty; so the rl^t
of government is not in the Divine Right of Kings. Obedience
is not necessary except to legitimate power. The logic of
the Social Contract Justifies rebellion and revolution. When
Rousseau here proved the "L*etat c*est mol" of Louis XIV to be
a lie, he gave the Revolution its Intellectual foundation.
His plea for the rights of the individual Impulse
against the restraints of society is found in Nouvelle
Heloise . The Jacobin idea of marriage finds its sanction in
the thesis: To be virtuous one should consult one’s own
breast and leave moralists alone* The last pages of the
book, however, send the reader to adjust his ideal somewhat
to the needs of practical existence. But here is a passionate
call for Individualism.
1 Ibid., p. 28
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Emile begins all modern systems of education. Here
I
Rousseau would start man afresh, outside degenerate society,
i
and then watch him, naturally good, growing to perfection.
Although his ideas were often misunderstood, as they still '
are, his influence in England after 1780 was enormous. The
importance of his ’’sensiblerie"
,
his tears and emotions,
cannot be minimized. Emotional humanitarianism coming at a
proper time to England gave sure appeal to his ideas of
rebellious change.
Condoroet does not belong to this band of pre-
Revolutionary writers since he wrote in the midst of the
Con^rce^ conflict and during the days of comparative
quiet. His theory of perfectibility, however, as described
in The Progress of the Human Mind .had unlimited influence.
When eighteenth and nineteenth century Englishmen began to
believe that man could progress to perfection, independent of
any power, he began to think with Priestly and Price; and
English Jacobinism was well on the way.
This age of England peculiarly fitted certain members
of its society to receive the French philosophy as well as to
I
applaud the French Revolutionary events and to hark back
proudly to their own revolution of freedom in 1688. The next
|
I
section under this treatment of the sources of English
|
I
Jacobinism is a sketch of English political difficulties and
j
the Influence, politically speaking, of the American and
French Revolutions.
1
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England In the Age of Enlightenment
I
I
I
After 1789 there was a radical change In the main current
of English political affairs. Issues of the early years of
the century did not now raise the ultimate questions. With
the last years of the century, Englishmen began to challenge
historical tradition. Men began to doubt the power of ”royal
The Age privilege” when there was presented to them
by another country, by their own radical thinkers "the earth-
shattering notion” of the Rights of Man.
For about ten years after the French Revolution there
raged a great controversy in which Burke, Paine, and Godwin
were the protagonists. This was a new age in the minds of
Paine and Godwin: there was to be a replanning of the
1
political world. Burke belonged to the old thought--the
belief in historical tradition. And this quarrel was not
limited to the speeches, books, or pamphlets of these men^
Corresponding and Constitutional Societies were organizations
of radical thinkers among every day Englishmen. The Loyal
Associations of John Rewes, on the other hand, brought
counter-propaganda
.
These were the years, moreover, of the great Whig
schism that left Charles James for the leader of a small
group of Whigs who had not listened to Burke. These were
the ye§rs when cash payments were suspended at the Bank of
England; when seamen were mutinying in the north; when
Ireland was seething with discontent; when the French were
victorious over continental foes; and when the English
revolutionary propaganda was being spread. These were the
1 The Regicide Peace ; Of these 400,000 political citizens,
I look upon one-1*1f til or about 80,000 to be pure Jacobin,
utterly incapable of amendment. They desire a change, and
they will have it if they can.
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years when Pitt held England at war with revolutionary France
and tried savagely to repress all radicalism at home. The
Constitutional Society went down first; and after a few years,
the Corresponding Society, the first fruits of working class
organization in Great Britain, succumbed. Radical Political
England set herself against reforms of all kinds, for Paine’s
Rights of Man caused the gravest apprehension which Pitt
included in ’^divers wicked and seditious writings". After
the French monarchy had fallen and after the September
Massacres, the officials were greatly alarmed. Part of the
Militia was called out; Fox’s proposal to recognize the New
Republic of France was rejected; Pitt’s Allen Bill prevented
French Jacobins from entering England; and Intercourse with
France was forbidden except by special license of the Great
1
Seal. Radical organizations of other kinds were crushed
out, to recover somewhat when the new century advanced and
the war was still prolonged.
In these later years Pitt fought, too, against radical
opinion. Artisans and members of the lower classes half-
heartedly retained some radical opinions, but when the
intelligentsia, once so enthralled with the idea of the new
philosophy, deserted, both the Rights of Man and the Universal
Reason fell into disrepute.
Major Cartv/rlght and a few others kept alive the radical
principles during the long war, but when the revival did come,
the still newer ideas were different from those principles of
Republicanism, of liberty, of equality which Burke denounced
1 Cambridge History, pp. 672-673
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and Pitt suppressed.
The New Radicalism became a passionate protest against
abuses that were largely economic. The war had drained away
the wealth of England; and abuses of all kinds stirred up
ideas of reform. During this time, too, the Industrial and
! Agrarian Revolutions were going on. The laborer was starving
[
or was living miserably on meager allowances that were given
more and more grudgingly by parish justices who called him
malevolently Jacobinical.
We must not forget that during the later years—from
1810-1830--science began to give a harsher picture of nature
and the humanitarian conception of man and nature.
I
Evolutionary theories changed the idea of man as a perfect
primitive being.
The Revolutionary philosophy of the Jacobins may be said
to have died about 1820—thirty-one years after the fall of
the Bastille. In England then Castlereagh was in power.
Metternich and the reactionaries were at the zenith of their
strength; for the time there was almost unquestioning
submission.
These few paragraphs give us then the summary of English
political and philosophical agitations between 1789-1820.
The influences on Englishmen of this age by the two
Influence of historical Revolutions, French and
American and
French Revolutions American, are clearly seen. The
Influences of English and French philosophers prepared the
way for any radical opinions, but the immediate Influence
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on English Jacobins is more successfully traced to the i
successes of Washington, to the cries of French patriots, and
to the books of Tom Paine who knew both revolutions so well.
The American as well as the English Revolution of 1688
made declarations of freedom and brought the first principle
j
of human rights into politics in England; but French events I
made Englishmen see the differences between mere protests |
against tyranny and downright statements of a real democratic |
faith* It was the fall of the Bastille and the ’’declaration
des droits de I'homme et du citoyen” that proclaimed human
reason renewed. The Americans had fought not for Individual
liberty but the liberty of a community from external control*
The concept of the equality of man was vital for the French
but only Incidental in the American Gospel* The fall of .the
Bastille, moreover, separated the two groups headed by
Burke and Godwin* Burke who had sympathized with the
Americans, now had no patience with the ’’inalienable rights
of men”
*
I
We know too that the French Revolution was more than a
political movement, for it presented a new attitude toward
all human problems. English poets, novelists, critics, and
I
essayists were stirred by the early events of the French
uprising*
jj
The best defense of English Jacobinism is given in
Richard Dlnmore's book--mentioned earlier in this study*
1
Although he is Intensely patriotic, and even declares that
Frenchmen have not influenced him, he quotes figures and
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stories from their doctrines. He does give credit to
Americans, however, and he speaks of Washington as ”an example;
of duty and prudence”. He writes of free America, and he ji
expresses the hope that Washington’s successor will be an
|
avowed Jacobin. He promises his readers that he will
|
emigrate to ”the happy shores of America for equal right and
j
lasting peace”.
|
The events in France and America were the most dramatic
|
j
incidents of the world-wide revolution for a change of
j
i
thinking. And although the English Revolutionist of London i
j
bore no muskets, wielded neither pike nor axe, he became a
i
Jacobin, a brother of the Jacobins of France and in other
j
European countries and in America.
And what sort of man was he--this being, influenced by
philosophers, by revolutions, and by the difficulties of his
|
1
!
own country? What were his principles?
I
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The English Jacobin 20
"And so you are really dreadfully alarmed about these
Jacobinsi Well, I will do all I can to calm your fears* I
The Jacobins as know many of them, and what is more
Described by a
;
Jacobin I honour their hearts and respect ,
their heads; with many of these very men I boast an intimate
acquaintance; and I assure you, several of the first literary
'
characters in this place are what are called Jacobins." So i'
i
1
1
v^ote Richard Dinmore in 1797, himself an ardent Jacobin, to I
-i
! an inquiring friend. His little book of shrewd, carefully i
phrased answers is illuminating. i
!j
He offers a necessary explanation, "in my exposition of
|
their principles, you must recollect that I speak of the
principles of the whole party, and that no individual is to i|
2
'I
be thrust forward as an exception to my positions." He ij
speaks advisedly of a "whole party", for Burke himself ||
l|
[
numbered the Jacobins as about one fifth of the English !
i i
I population. But he later explains that he did not mean a
I
political party as we use the term, for he writes, "The
^
j
Jacobins are not properly a party; each man thinks for
himself and is very little anxious about the others."
The members of this party are men of "strong sense"
|
I
and "some reading"; "not a few have adorned their minds v/ith I
science". Why are they called Jacobins? They certainly did
I
not approve of Robespierre and his monstrous deeds; they
jj
feared more the despotism of revolutionary France than the
jj
il
despotism of its worst kings. Perhaps the truth of the matterjl
!i
1 An Exposition of the Principles of English Jacobins, |
TTi
'Kiflo're ; 'r;g t;ter ''T , p. 4 !
2 IBID., p. 5

was that bad French Jacobins and bad English Jacobins gave
their name such suggestions of excesses that for the English
public the term Jacobin was as horrifying as the term
Bolshevism was a few years ago* Then the conservative
Englishman branded his radical brother a JacobinJ Mr. Dinmore
explains quaintly enough that the party kept the name, for
they did not care what they were called; so the malice of
their enemies "was thus rendered pointless".
And their principles? First of all equality was
important. Without equality they could not hope for
liberty; every man should possess equal right to the honors
and to the justice of his country. (Does that not reflect
Locke, Rousseau, and the American and French Revolutions?)
Against hereditary claims, all forms of entail, they were
modern socialists, not communists, for they believed that laws
should have a tendency to equalize property; but this
tendency should not be a force J Hostility to corporations
and chartered rights, to unfair game laws, to the enormous
salaries paid to public functionaries of England, to
expensive government and to wars, strong beliefs in help for
the poor, in the right of every man to the profits of his
own industry; in the participation of every Citizen in
Government are all listed under other principles of
Jacobinism. It was felt that cruel and barbarous laws
should be reformed—laws that punished "debtors whose only
sin was poverty"--and that laws to prevent the recurrence
of crime should be plain and simple. They desired proper

22
education— "not for boys to bow to every spruce oat they
meet but where they find a man of morality"* Belief in the
Innate goodness of the human mind caused Jacobins to oppose
hangings and whippings.
Their religion? Jacobins were agreed, continues the
author, to differ. They were branded as atheists by
indignant clergymen all over England. Atheists, Jews,
Deists, Church of England Men, Roman Catholics, Quakers, etc.
all met as friends. They all railed against "pampered fat
bishops, lazy deans, idle prebandaries, and drowsy rectors";
but they were fair in deploring the state of the country
curates with large families who were starving on less than
the cost of the hay and corn necessary for the rector’s
horses. "Atheistical" was the worst adjective hurled at them.
The author writes, "l know but one Jacobin who calls
himself an atheist—they have been called atheists; they
I
might as well be called Jews. That there are atheists among
I
j
them I do not deny; but I believe very few Indeed; much
1
fewer than of any other description".
Jacobins set themselves as against any connection
between church and state. They declared again that man’s
duty is to God, not to useless pomp of religious intermediar-
ies. They congratulated France for cutting church
expenditures at one blow. They declared, moreover, that the
raging war was unjust and unnecessary and that Pitt and
Grenville were more atheistical for promoting it than the
Jacobin himself. They were not, however, unpatriotic, for
1 Ibid., p. 11
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they believed that a man should certainly risk his life to
preserve his country’s rights. Universal suffrage will
secure, they believed, the most effectual peace for any
]
' country.
[
It might be well to consider some of these principles
as related to philosophical tendencies already described.
The Jacobinical idea of education was that of Rousseau.
This opposition to hangings and public whippings reflects
I
again the belief in the goodness and innocence of the noble
savage in a state of nature, unhurt by the ways of civilized
man; and the belief that man would be better, purer without
the guidance of corrupted or even too well educated and
sophistical men, finds its beginning in earlier philosophies.
These principles we accept as the beliefs of the
representative English Jacobin. They are proved true by the
Jacobin whom we find in literature—in the novel and in
poetry. This reform movement did not seem to accomplish
much until the Reform Bill of 1832. Perhaps the Jacobins
did little except offer their vision to the Enlightened Age,
but in their literature our Jacobins presented their ideal
man, embodying their enthusiasm.
He combines, this hero of novelists and poets, the
Rousseau! Stic sensibility of the Noble Savage and Godwinian
The Literary Jacobinf rationalism. Modern critics appear
to play with words when they talk of rationalistic
romanticism and romantic rationalism, but the Noble Savage,
the Man of Nature
^
the Man of Feeling expressed his nature
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with these ’isms of his creators.
Literary periods have types of heroes that reflect the I
ideals and opinions of the age. There was the Byronic hero;
there has been the flaming youth of later years; so there
was the young Jacobin of the 1790 *s. Wordsworth, Coleridge,
and Southey in the earlier years, Hazlltt, Leigh Hunt, and
Shelley appearing later, represented the type as young men,
because they sought to preserve or revive the Jacobin attitude
The Young Jacobin of Literature then was a Man of
|
Feeling, but in a particularly virtuous, serious, and
purposive form. When he became a man, he became more and
|
more sententious; he used to spend 50,000 lbs. on hospitals
and prl3ons--so great was his reform fervor. The French
' Revolution seemed to give him overpowering sentiment,
broader religious views and sometimes a fanatical enthusiasm.
He was opposed to the conventions of marriage and possessed
|
a warm interest in prison reform and perhaps, as we are told,
in vegetarianism. His literary tastes changed; Pope to him !
was coldly artificial; now he admired the sonnets of Bowles.
Melancholy or gently pensive, he loved scenery. And the most
interesting side of his nature was his solemn didacticism i
I
even in his most fervent outbursts. He offered, for his
|
1
author, reforms and propaganda.
Although he was seldom a real atheist, he yearned for a
system of society "unhindered" by priests and kings. His
religious beliefs were serious and earnest even if they were
uncertain. A deism especially emotional attracted him, and
j
Note: Definite references will be made in a later chapter
i
to these Jacobin heroes. '
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TJnitarianism seemed to please him.
Sometimes even his author did not admire him whole-
heartedly and considered him a prig. He was indeed both
noble and absurd, for those were the days, as Wordsworth
wrote, when young men beheld visions. Now in these days the
reader should feel as Mr. Fairchild did when he wrote,
"though we may smile at them, we must not sneer unless we
are prepared to sneer at every sort of generous, idealistic
1
ardor".
Dinmore’s defense of his fellows was a welcome one.
The young Jacobin heroes of our famous Jacobin authors give
color and outline to the picture. Certainly not all
Jacobins, whether French, Scotch or Italian, English or
American were the children of Robespierre, and he who still
holds this opinion is foolishly superstitious. Attempts to
convict English Jacobins of plotting revolutions failed
utterly, and the Terror of France was so horrifying to them
that many turned away from the righteous enthusiasm of their
youth.
This first part of a study of English Jacobinism may
well end with Richard Dinmore's encouraging words to his
friend C. W. who had asked worried questions. "You may go
to bed and sleep soundly; they will not hurt you; their aim
is to assist the poor and needy; to lessen the horrors of the
dungeon, to uprear the olive branch of peace; and to teach
men to do to others as they would they should do unto them".
i
I
I
I
f
I
1 The Romantic Quest
. Fairchild, p. 40
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Part II
"English Jacobins were
seeking some high
and enduring principle
that should serve as
the true sanction
of political society.
This sanction might
be found in the law
of nature or the Rights
of Man or in the
inherent properties
of the human reason."
Cole
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1English Jacobins—Chief Proponents
When Burke wrote of Jacobinism as unprincipled and
j
I
Irresponsible, as appealing to the passions and Ignorance of
Paine the poor in whom he had no faith, as anarchy
j
and desirous of breaking up the "stately edifice" of the J
i
British Constitution, when he appealed in his Regicide Peace
to kings, nobles, and the duties of government to war upon
"
i|
both revolutionary France and radical England, the radical ,1
thinkers of England—Godwin and Paine, the leaders—continued
|
the quarrel. Godwin wrote his Political Justice which so
greatly affected the romantic poets; and Paine wrote his
glorified pamphlet on Human Equality and the Rights of Man,
a tract of moderate social reform, which was later publicly
{
•i
I;
burned.
The influence, however, of Paine *s fearless opinions was
il
It
tremendous. It is agreed that Burke *s Judgment on the most 'i
'1
Important event of his day—the show of new spirit and reform-^l
was terribly wrong. His error was at that time very clear to ,,
Paine who was resolutely defending the French Revolution and
|
I
the right of any people to revolt against opinion.
jj
The Rights of Man was divided into two parts: a
dissertation on the universal principles and a description of 1
i|
the rights of man.
j
I
I
His ri^ts were no longer royal privileges; they belonged
I
by Nature to the 'original inalienable rights of man. This
j
The Rights of Man declaration of democratic faith was
|
not now—it was found in the philosophical quarrels of the
seventeenth century—but here was Paine *s inimitable
I
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assurance, his courage, his humanity, his vulgarity-
picturesque and rare—and his contempt for the ’’sacred
muddle of priestly traditions and aristocratic politics” that
caught the attention of the people and became popular
i
Romance, a passion for combat, bold, inspired reasoning
presented to the people lists of the rights of man*
There should be education and employment for all,
provision for the sick and aged, allowances for children at
birth, progressive taxation, agrarian and financial reform,
money for compulsory education, pensions, maternity benefit-
all these, not by grace but by right . There should be no
poor laws and no instruments of civil torture* Here were
aims to make the poor happy and jails emptyi Here were alms
that would make a government only the instrument of a social
conscience. Here were alms that demanded action.
The action, the free thinking, the reform in his book
j
were but reflections of his life. Born an English Quaker in
I
I
1737, he remained a Quaker in independence, rationalism, and
humanity although he laughed at solemn Quakers. After he was
dismissed as a schoolmaster for writing a pamphlet in defense
of the excisemen's agitation for higher wages, he came to
A Life for Libera tion America, penniless and a failure^
He edited a magazine, and in his early articles, he shov/ed
himself a moral pioneer, advocating international
arbitration, suggesting more rational ideas of marriage and |
divorce, mercy for animals, justice for women, and assailing
negro slavery* His agitations had results, and in 1781, he '
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was trusted to get loans from France* Later he returned to
England. He felt that the work of liberation there needed
his pen. He was ardently received by the circle of reformers-
the Revolutionary Society and the Corresponding Society
— ,
for
he had been at the making of an American Republic.
The Rights of Man then was most successful when it
appeared in March 1791. Holcroft and Godwin helped him to
bring it out, although they were threatened with suppression
and prosecution. There was the usual prosecution of
booksellers, but there was enough money earned to swell the
treasury of the Corresponding Society; and Paine escaped to
Prance. There he served in democratic services; but for
deeds of mercy he was imprisoned, and only through a mistake
of the jailor he escaped the guillotine.
His religion has always been a subject for reproof as
the religion of all radicals has been condemned. Tom Paine
an atheist? Not at alii Like Franklin, Jefferson, and
Washington, he was a deist. He differed from them only in
the courage of speaking his beliefs. He composed the first
part of The Age of Reason even from prison. This was written
as a counteraction to atheism which he thought he saw
suggested in French Jacobinism; but Robespierre himself was
an ardent deist. Paine believed in God whose goodness was in
Nature. He refused to believe in the accepted God of cruelty
and injustice. The Age of Reason represented the indisputable
right of honesty and morals.
His upright courage of religious convictions, everything
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in his writing and in his life proclaimed him a fearless man*
His Character When goaded by his enemies he lost tact
and used vulgarity, but his anger was just* And it does not
seem fair that ingratitude was his reward* In England his
book was burned, and witch-believing America shunned him.
"a better democrat never wore the armor of the knight-
1
errf^nt; a better Christian never assailed Orthodoxy”* His
was not the literature of careful reflection, but his
political writings were of immense significance* He agreed
with advanced radical thinkers of the age, and he taught
others* The Rights of Man gave a forceful statement of the
democratic case against monarchy and aristocracy* Men were
born as God created them * When he wrote, "Government like
dress, is the badge of our lost innocence, the palaces of
kings are built on ruins of the bowers of paradise,” he
showed his romantic belief in the good man of Nature, and his
more virile idea—the useless pageantry of moneyed garments*
Unlike Paine, who resolutely charged forward to a
victory, Godwin hoped by the slow working of education to
Godwin attain reform* Certainly more intellectu^il,
Godwin appealed to the young intelligentsia; for them he
made the French Revolution not Paine's fierce call for
freedom but the symbol of reason.
The reason of man was to him the only light in the
darkness of politics* His book named ^ Enquiry Concerning
Political Justice Political Justice and Its Influence
I
on Moralg and Happiness was published in 1793* It was known,
1 Politics and Literature, Cole, p. 69
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however, by a more brief title. Political Justice * Pitt had
said that a three guinea book could never do much harm among
jj
those who had not three shillings to spare; 4000 copies, on
jj
the contrary, were sold, and there was a later edition* The
jj
j!
unusual popularity was caused by the eagerness of the middle
|
classes for the last word in new philosophy; and the radical
j
I
leaders must have thrilled to his enthusiasm and devotion to |
I
I
his ideal*
j
Its philosophy certainly reflected the Ideals of the
French ^evolution* Reason is enthroned—a clear, cold reason
which, nevertheless, does not escape the instinct* The abstracjt
quality of his cold logic repelled the poets over whom he had ||
li
great Influence; but they were won over to him as so many
j|
|i
others were, by his faith—faith in the perfectibility of
j
man—and by his ideal of a perfection of a state of advanced
|
civilization and strict simplicity in material affairs*
|
Reason is the only way to this heaven, and with it man must
climb over the steps of knowledge*
Evil is based only on Ignorsince, for human reason can
j|
find truth and overcome weakness or vice* And reason? It is
j
the sum of all sense-impressions received by man since his
birth; over them man must have rigid control* We should be
i
able, he wrote, to render a reason for all our actions*
Not at all a romanticist then—he mentions the French
j
encyclopedists and particularly Holbach—he has no patience II
with the Noble Savage of Primitivism* Innocence la not ii
virtue, for men rise from the savage state "because they build

upon one another’s structures”*
We have seen that the hook was widely read. What of the
reputation of the author? Pitt did not persecute him, and
all England did not awake to his revolutionary theories
•until years later* ”No work”, wrote Hazlltt, gave in our
time such a blow to the philosophical mind of our country as
the celebrated Political Justice . Tom Paine in comparison
with Godwin, was considered a Tom Fool, Paley an old woman,
2
and Burke, a flashy sophist.” DeQulncey, more conservative,
wrote: ”Godwln as a philosopher (now forgotten) carried one
single shock into the bosom of English society, fearful,
3
but momentary.”
This shock was anarchyi Political institutions,
al'fchough the best source of education to man, have corrupted
and destroyed man’s best interests. Godwin denounces
political institutions vigorously. Only for the present did
he believe in a trial democracy based on Rousseau’s "social
contract”. After education should be more universal, when
reason prevailed, he would have all law and government
extinguished. In short, anarchy was what he called for.
Godwin did not agree with Rousseau about the rule of the
General Will. Not at alii Supreme, unfettered, inalienable
individualism only concerned him. If government be founded
i on the consent of the individual, it can have no power over
any one by whom that consent is refused.
I
His idea of law? Every individual is a law unto
1 Political Justice , Godwin, p. 165
! 2 The French Revolution and the English Poets. Hancock, p. 70
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himself* Law, he declared, will some time give way to
II
political justice—there will be no law* Godwin’s anarchy
11
;
was not any anarchy of bombs and red flags, but one of
I) r
l|
benevolence and peace* This anarchy, moreover, was entirely
original, for the Jacobins were not even philosophical
anarchists. An ordinary member of the Club Ferrand stated
that for this revolting idea, ^ had a master , he substituted
thia sublime thought, "l do but obey the General Will"* This
Will, was, as we have mentioned, odious to Godwin the
individual’s natural goodness sind reasonableness would make
civil law unnecessary*
This was the Political Justice—the faith in the ability
of every individual to reason himself out of the difficulties
which government had imposed* In the other works of Godwin
there was no less social indignation* Caleb Williams , a
His Novels novel published in 1790, certainly offered
reform propaganda for prisons. The following is quoted from
this novel*
Thank God, ’ exclaims the Englishman, ’we have no
Bastillei ’ Unthinking wretchJ Is that a country of liberty
where thousands languish in dungeons and fetters? Go, go.
Ignorant fool, and visit the scenes of our prlsonsi Witness
their unwholesomeness, their filth, the tyranny of their
governors, the misery of their Inmatesi After that show me
the man shameless enough to triumph and say, England has no
Bastillei—I have felt the iron of slavery grating upon my

soul. I looked around upon my walls and forward upon tlier
|
premature death I had too much reason to expect, and I said,
|
*This is society. This is the object, the distribution of
1
justice which is the end of human reason. For this sages .j
have tolled, and midnight oil has been wasted. ThlsJ*" ||
II
The hero, Williams, sometime after this soliloquy 1|
escaped from prison and fell in with a band of thieves. The
'
author symp^kthetically presents these criminals to the reader,
'
as victims of society. No individual himself--thls is the jj
startling theory—is over to blame for anything; and Godwin* s ||
brigand is portrayed as ’’virtuous, moody, melancholy, and i|
ji
philosophical". ||
published in 1799, shows a change in the
|
author’s philosophy; for he is deserting somewhat his jj
li
rationalism. The hero, after losing everything by gambling,
j
i
has become mad and is taken to the Swiss Alps by his wife. j
I
After a terrible hailstone has reduced the family to utter
j
destitution, he recovers his sanity and cries, "Henceforth j
I desire only to dedicate myself to the simplicity of nature
j
and the genuine sentiments of the heart." A pastoral life of
li
sweetness is spoiled by a mysterious stranger who leaves St.
||
Leon the secret of the philosopher’s stone. Sudden prosperity
j
and its resultant evils send him to prison again.
j
The turnkey of this prison is a negro who cannot bo j
i'
bribed, and in the description of this character comes I
Godwin’s attitude toward the blf^ck man which may have prefaced!!
I
l!
1 The Noble Savage , Fairchild, p. 151 |
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the Jacobin hatred for slavery. "He is not an ideal man,
because his intellect has not been developed; but he does
1
prove the potentialities of the human race."
In 1805 came Fleetwood , another novel which also shows a
slight relaxation from the cold reason of Political Justice .
I Fleetwood is made to say, "I feel m.y heart swell within me
when I recall that I belong to a species almost every
2
Individual of which is endowed with angelic virtues."
The same desire to reform is in this book, because child
j
labor is attacked. "The children of gypsies and savages have
rosy cheeks and a sturdy form, can run like lapwings, and
climb trees with the squirrel—children in the manufacturing
3
towns are pale and spindly and have never seen a squirrel."
Gradually then a change was working in his mind—
a
change from the revolutionary rationalism which he showed in
I
' the Political Justice to the romanticism which he was
I
j
beginning to show in Fleetwood . Later came another change of
feelings with the French Reign of Terror and the Reaction in I
! I
England.
j
As the life of Tom Paine gave proof of the vigorous work l
I
of liberation in which he believed, so the life of William
j
1 I
His Life Godwin was reason for his Intense ideas. His
home had given him an inheritance of Calvinistic dissenting.
After he graduated from college, he was a severe calvinist in
I
religion and a Tory in politics. Soon, however, his human
|
and liberal mind rebelled against the Calvinistic System
of Ternorlsm; the Calvinistic System remained with him and
j
1 The Noble Savage . Fairchild, p. 160
2 The Romantic Quest, Fairchild, p. 110
3 Ibid.
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accounted very likely for the restraint In his writings. In
his Political Justice he avoided all passionate expressions
|
and sought to convince by the bare force of argument
• j
I
Everything in that book was’'as bare and plain and almost as
1
ugly as a Calvinist Chapel". At twenty-seven he became a
1
j
Whig and a Unitarian, for Doctor Priestly had become his
j
i
master. He had begun to study French Philosophy, and he read !
deeply. At thirty he met Holcroft and was so Influenced by i
!
this other Jacobin and by his contact with French literature I-
i . I
that he turned from his \incompromlsing Unitarianism to views
;j
ii which made him say, ’’My faith in Christianity has been shaken."'
After Political Justice he had Intended to write another book
called a Dissertation on the Reaso^ and Tendoncy jgf Religious
i
:
Opinions . The purpose of this book showed his religion at
.j
the time, for he was "to sweep away the whole fiction of an
intelligent state of the world and a future state, to call j!
|i
« Ii
i
men off from those incoherent and contradictory dreams that
j
li
so often occupy their thoughts and vainly agitate their hopes
'j
and fears and to lead them to apply their whole energy to jl
I
I!
Ii
practical objects and genuine reality, to demonstrate the ji
Ii
Ii
:j absurdity and impossibility of every system of Theism that Ii
2 i!
1
1 has ever been proposed". ji
!- it
As the years went on, he returned to Unitarianism. He
[1
j:
was never an agnostic, for he felt that the agnostic God was t
j: I
"a tyrant to be overcome". In later years, too, he relinquished
I
I
somewhat the idea that man could live by reason alone. It
i
f
.
iio't until the Reign of Terror in France and the
I 1 ^e Romantic Quest . Fairchild, p. 112
2 IThe, French Kevolut’ion and English Poets . Hancock, p. 178
j
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Reaction in England that he discarded many ideas and recanted
frankly. Man must provide for his wife and children and other
relatives before he should seek to help strangers; his doing
so must arise from domestic affections.
We must remember Godwin, the Jacobin, primarily for his
idea of anarchy which was original with him. This, too, is
explained by events in his life. For he had felt the whip of
repression; he had saved a friend from hanging; he had
listened to Horne Tooke's "hanging matters" at the
Corresponding Society; he had seen his exiled friends depart
for Botany Bay; and he had seen the collapse of Hardy’s i
i
careful organization. It is easy to understand why he finally
made the first statement of philosophic anarchism in
European history.
Tom Paine and Mary Wollstonecraf t are remembered,
but Godwin, as the faithful Hazlitt wrote, is "a sun in the
firmament of reputation". His name in the history of English
literature and philosophy is always connected with liberty,
truth, and justice. Let us leave him for a time yet
untouched by the reaction against his life work that had
such tremendous appeal for great men in England.
It was Godwin's theory that man should live only by
reason and enlightraent; and how did he apply his Jacobinian
Mary Wollstonecraf
t
> philosophy to the affairs of the
heart? When he met Mary Wollstonecraf t, he certainly fell in
love with her. The lovers lived in strict obedience to the
principles of Political Justice
.
Government and law had no

37 .
part in their union, and they made their home just outside
London. They kept their own friends and retained separate
places in society. They wrote their books independently of
each other; and Godwin worked only to publish his own books.
John Stuart Mill brought Mary Wollstonecraf t ’ s books to the
public
.
We do know that with her death Godwin lost his spirit
for his cause; and it is thought that Marguerite in St. Leon
represents her character. If this is true, then Godwin found
"the combination of moral simplicity and Intellectual
refinement" for which other literary Jacobins sought in
1
vain.
Since Godwin answered Burke, it was natural that she
should do the same, for she had been no less aroused by
Burke
.
A Vindication for the Rights of Man appeared in 1790.
Her ideas were similar to Godwin's, but she did not have his
Calvinistlc restraint. She expressed herself more in the
Rousseauistic fashion. Her indignant answers showed that she
did not agree with Burke's security of property as the
definition for English liberty. Hereditary property, she
wrote, is the strongest proof of human inequality and the
real foundation of inequality in the poverty of the human
people. She showed herself unusually quiet and sensible
in this period of passionate enthusiasm.
The Vindication of the Rights of Woman
,
published later,
must have been closer to her heart. Much had been written
1 The Romantic Quest , Fairchild, p. 180

by Helve tius and Holbach about the woman's right to
education; and although she read these two authors, she owes
them nothing. The vitality of her ideas came from her own
experience. Her drunken father had been idle and Improvident;
and she had protected her mother from his violence. She had
rescued her sister from a profligate husband; and she had
before meeting Godwin an unhappy love affair. Now with her
writing she was practising the doctrine of independence for
women.
It has been taken for granted, perhaps, that "man” was
a generic term in the phrase, rights of man. It may have
been, but women were little considered; and these ideas of
Mary Wollstonecraf t were not much less revolutionary than
the radical ideas of Godwin.
Hers were not bitter ideas, for her cynicism had never
destroyed her faith in mankind. A warm generous personality,
this Jacobin certainly hated cruelty; and her emotions were
warm enough for her to write that she regarded a mutual
affection between two persons of the opposite sex as the
principal solace of human life.
The chief merit of the Vindication of the Rights of
Women was the perception that the future of women depended
on a change in the attitude of men toward women and of women
toward themselves. It is not a treatise on education or a
plea for reform of marriage or admission of women to
political rights. It raised the whole issue of the
subjection of women. She linked her argument with the
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Revolution and asked why the new constitution ignored women.
"All tyrants want to crush reason, from the weak king to the
weak father." Reason then would give enlightenment to
women. With education, woman will no longer offer blind
obedience nor will she neglect her proper duties. Women will
never be as faithful as men expect them to be unless they are
given some independence. Her ideas of perfect companionship of,
men and women, and of suitable trades and professions for women
would create a self-reliant individual.
Her declarations were profoundly Important, for it had
been only the Quakers who preached the equality of man and
woman. Even English Whigs Ignored the existence of woman.
It remained for the thinkers of the French Revolution to
insist that the doctrines of the new age be applied to women.
Her third book of a different character was published in
1794. The History and Moral View of the Origin and Progress
of the French Revolution was being read when the Terror was in
full swing. She blamed the horrors of the Revolution on the
fact that human nature, that is by nature . good, was defiled
under the old regime and that it can not purify Itself to use
2
rightly the new opportunities. This book indeed resembles
the Political Justice , but she is Influenced more by Rousseau;
for she believes in a government that would allow the natural
virtues of man to develop. She hails the Revolution; and she
writes that "now, sincerity of principles seems to be
hastening the overthrow of the tremendous empire of
superstition and of hypocrisy, erected upon the ruins of Gothi
1 Ibid., Fairchild, p. 157
2 Ibid., Fairchild, pp. 170-185
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brutality and ignorance.” This last book established its
author as "The one woman of genius in the English revolutionary
2
circle.
”
Paine, Godwin, Wollstonecraft--all tliree Jacobins. We
shall remember Paine for the Rights of Man, Godwin, for his
theory of Political Anarchy, and Wollstonecraf t for the
Rights of Women.
A man has been mentioned who influenced Godwin, turned
toward Unitarianism and away from his political agitations to
Dr. Pricei philosophical anarchism. Dr. Price is the
fourth of the members of the camp opposing Burke. His sermon
which he delivered at the Old Jewry in November 1789 before
the Revolutionary Society provoked the eloquence of Burke and
has been said to start the history of the French Revolution
in England. Burke’s Reflections on the French Revolution was
the answer to the Old Jewry Sermon.
Although Burke made Dr. Price seem an incendiary and a
fool, the minister was "the soul of sobriety and the mirror of
3
all the respectabilities in his serious, dissenting world."
He and Dr. Priestly were perhaps the only Non-Conformist
preachers ever enjoying a European reputation, for Condorcet
referred to him as one of the formative minds of the century.
The sermon is most important in this study of English
Jacobins, because it shows the mood in which the older and
graver radicals of this generation greeted the revolution
in France.
1 Ibid., p. 186
2 Politics and Literature
. Cole, p. 36
3 Story of the English Jacobins
.
Smith, p. 51
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The society before which it was delivered claimed to
have met annually since the English revolution of 1688 for a
I
sermon and a dinner* Its complete title was the Society for
I
I Commemorating the Revolution in Great Britain, but it was
known popularly as the Revolutionary Society* It had been
growing politically stronger because of the American
Revolution and the French Revolution* The chairman was the
radical Earl Stanhope, and when he opened this meeting of a
very respectable society in November 1789, he may not have
realized the Importance of the sermon to be delivered*
Dr* Price spoke at some length* He congratulated the
French National Assembly on ”the Revolution in that country
I
and on the prospect it gives to the two foremost kingdoms
in the world of a common participation in the blessings of
1
Civil and religious liberty"*
The substance of Dr* Price *s later remarks showed him to
be a Jacobin along with Paine, Godwin, and Mary Wollstone-
craft; for he was in favor of Universal Benevolence, of
spreading Truth, Virtue, and Liberty, of instructing mankind
in order to make him happy and free, of the liberty of
conscience, of the right to resist power when abused, of the
right for men to frame a government for themselves, etc*
He concluded, "And now methinks I see the ardour for
Liberty catching and spreading, a general amendment
beginning hiiman affairs; the dominion of kinds changed for
the dominion of laws and the dominion of priests giving way
1 The Story of the English Jacobins, Smith, p* 79
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to the dominion of reason and conscience*”
His sermon, a contribution to the literature of English
Jacobinism, was an important one. "The history of the French
revolution in England began with a sermon and ended with a
1
poem.” The poem was the Hellas of Shelley in 1821, and the
sermon was this. Dr. Price was Important in this age, for
' his influence over other Jacobins. He had written a popular
I
apology for America’s Revolution; and he was well known for
j
his temperate rationalism, his political ideas, his study of
j
; finance in the Interests of the nation and for his social
I
benevolence. i
I
I
There was another society in London with which Dr. Price
2
was familiar—another group of "eager speculative spirits” i
Ibe London a group well known to the four
Corresponding
Socle.ty Jacobins already described. This
society was named the London Corresponding Society. This was
the most famous of the many societies that had sprung up in
the chief population centers of England after Burke’s !
iJ
denunciations and after the split in the IfVhig party. It was
one of the whole system of societies with the program: ”An
honest Parliament; an annual Parliament; a Parliament wherein
3
each individual will have his representative”. The society
in London was the most active, most extreme and best
organized.
Its Jacobin founder, Thomas Hardy, was a sober man, the
son of a sea captain and possessing a village school education,
j
i
He had been drawn into radical politics not by reading French
|
2
Their Circle. Brailsford, p.~139
^ The Story of English Jacobins
. Smith, p. 85
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godless French philosophers to him but by a
Protestant fanatic. Lord George Gordon and by reading Dr*
T^mas Hardy, Price’s book on the American
war. Holcroft describes him, "A man of no learning,
excellent in his morals, simple in his manners and whether
they were wise or foolish, highly virtuous in his
intentions." He belongs properly in this study of literary
Jacobins, because of his careful organization which
interested and brought together a large group of literary
radicals
.
In the "Bell" Tavern on Exeter Street in January 1792
his friends met with him for the first time. After their
supper of bread, cheese, and porter and over their pipes
afterward, they talked over the hard times, the dearness of
all the necessities of life, and the business of
Parliamentary reform.
Gradually the society grew until it numbered twenty
branch societies and possessed a membership of 30,000 in
London alone. Hope and the current feeling of discontent
made many new converts. To the society came Horne Tooke, an
ex-clergyman and philologist, Tom Paine, Blake, Rltson, the
first teacher and theorist of vegetarianism, and Thomas
Holcroft, the inseparable friend and ally of Godwin.
Vivid and masterful, Holcroft was the most attractive
of the able members. His life had made him a democrat. The
son of a boot-maker, he had earned his living as a cobbler.
1 Memoirs of Thomas Holcroft, Hazlltt, p. 209

ostler, village schoolmaster, strolling player and a reporter.
!
Thomas Hoicroft! In this last occupation he was sent
I
to Paris as a correspondent for the Morning Herald. There he i
became familiar with the writings of French political
philosophers. He was at this time a successful man of
letters, the author of popular plays of pronounced
|
democratic tendency. His novel, Anna St. Ives, published
||
in the year of the first meeting of the society gives
pictures of a thorough-going Jacobin hero.
His ideal, Hazlltt tells us, was "to create works for
the general good, to promote the general welfare of mankind
I
by diffusing a system of more just and enlightened principles I
of action." A worthy motive and one which might well be used
as a motto for this group of political writers.
This novel is important for us to consider, because its
hero, Henley, does present "more enlightened principles of
j
action". Let us see how the villain, Clifton, describes him.
|
Henley, the Jacobin, can be more readily appreciated when i
seen through the unkind eyes of Clifton; and, moreover, the
|
fo!).lowing quotation is very much like bits of description |
I
from the Anti-Jacobin which directed its satire toward just
such writers as Holcroft.
j
Clifton says, "The youth (Henley) has some parts, some '
i
ideas: at least he has plenty of words. But his arrogance
is insufferable. He does not scruple to Interfere in the
discourse, either with me. Sir Arthur or the angelic Annal
-*
- r
1 Ibid., p. 209
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Nay, he sets up for a reformer and pretends to an Insolent
superiority of understanding and wisdom. But he was never
so long from home before in his life; he has seen nothing, j
but has read a few books, and has been permitted to converse
j
with this all-intelligent deity-—-—He has no sense of
inferiority. He stands as erect and speaks with as little
embarrassment sind as loudly as the best of us; nay, boldly
asserts that neither riches, rank, nor birth have any
claim—-—His retorts are always ready; and his intrepidity
n 1
in this kind of impatience is unexampled."
1
The author speaks of him later in the story as "a man of
courage, disregarding petty insults”; he says that Henley
believes in the equality of mankind and that property is a
"tragic force". To him "a lord is a merry andrew, a duke,
jack-pudding, and a king, a tom-fool 4' Here is exaggeration,
but here is the Jacobin hero.
And Clifton, the rival for the hand of the baronet *3
daughter was beaten. The hero wins the lady and thinks of
sailing for America "where I may aid the struggles of liberty
and at the same time form a society of savages less liable
to renel truth". Here then was the ideal young Jacobin of
the day.
Holcroft finds a part in the play of Jacobinism, also
because of his Utopianism. In his Utopia there would bo
Jacobin ideals:
1. Wars and bloodshed would cease.
2. Patriotism would die out.
n \
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3. Family attachments would weaken, for every
man would be every man’s brother.
4. No exclusive friendships would interfere
with the true claims of justice and humanity.
5. Man would be free from obligation. Man
would pursue the simple dictates of reason and conscience.
6. Laws and punishment would cease. There
i
' would be no crime.
|i
!
7. All laboring would be done cheerfully
for all.
If we add to his Utopian! sm--thls heaven for the
Jacobln--his Jacobin ideal of present living (Anna St. Ives)
the hatred of violence, force, and rashness, we have an
accurate picture of a visionary Jacobin.
And now returning to the Corresponding Society, we find
j
that Holcroft did not approve of all the proceedings of the n
society. He thought that questions should not be decided by
a majority of votes but by reason. He had entered the
society, Hazlltt explains, in order to prevent violence and
I
to communicate the truth he knew. He did not always vote
and little thought that the proceedings were treasonable or
that he would be pointed out as the most wicked of the
conspirators. A summary of his principles would be a
summary of the ideals of all Jacobins there in London. "Man !
2
is happy in proportion as he is truly informed" indicates
his belief in education, his hatred of punishment, violence,
rancor, his reliance on reason which he called truth
1 Ibid., p. 168
2 Ibid., p. 186
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continued the Jacobin ideal* His enemies, however, were
many; and the Anti-Jacobin was merciless*
Events of the French Revolution were terrifying England;
therefore a society of radical thinkers—a society which
sang French songs at a final banquet, and whose chief toasts
were ”The Rights of Man”, "The Armies Contending for Liberty",
and a society which praised the ode by Sir William Jones:
"Verdant myrtle *s branchy pride
Shall my thirsty blade entwine."
would be a target for the panic-stricken enemies of the
Revolutions* Before the end of 1794 the progressive
movement was crushed*
After that final banquet, mobs burned Dr* Priestly*
s
house, because he was supposed to have attended the dinner;
Persecution Hardy *s bookshop was burned, and his
wife died from injuries; Tom Paine, then in France, was
prosecuted; the Habeas Corpus act was suspended; and the
Privy Council sat as a sort of Star Chamber; examining
political suspects* Men were tried not for evil deeds but
for their books, plays, pamphlets, even their words* This
savage repression of 1794 has been mentioned before and will
be mentioned again in this thesis* Its effect on all
societies meant the end of them all; and twelve members of
I
I the London Corresponding Society were charged with high
I treason* Godwin, a friend of the "conspirators" sent a
j
letter to the Morning Chronicle ; and he courteously exposed
•I
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the nonsense of the charge. Years later Horne Tooke called
I
Godwin to him in public and kissed the hand that "saved”
j
him. The men were not convicted of course, but the
^
resulting unpopularity called them acquitted felons.
j
Holcroft's courage and eloquence were given no chance to
defend them. With others he was driven from the country
i|
and pointed out as a spy. On returning he was troubled by I
i
repeated disappointments and died with the fear that his .
I
name would be a blot on his family after his death. It was
'|
only the alarm of Napoleon’s victories which made England
I
j
forget her treasonable members "honorably” acquitted.
||
i
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j
This mob action against the earnest reformers, and the i
I
exile of the Scotch Jacobins to the hardships of Botany Bay
!
had a tremendous influence on the poets who had found glory '
j
in the romantic interlude before the Terror; and their !
j
ij
j
reaction stopped progressive political philosophy for
i
! several years. n
'
I’
But before we turn to the poets of Jacoblnian |!
tendencies, there are two more men of influence whose
i
writings should be mentioned. Thelwall was another name
jj
Thelwall associated with the Corresponding Society,'
and his activities were one of the links between the politics
and literature of that time. He later became the friend of
Wordsworth and Coleridge. The Peripatetic , his principal
t
work, provided plans for Wordsworth's Excursion. !—
He was another who answered Burke. The Rights of Nature
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was the title of his reply in which he attacked Burke. The
latter had declared that the natural representatives of the
people should be persons of leisure, education^ and means.
Thelwall answered in some passion:
"0 crushed and degraded Nature! 0 awful aggregate of
existence! Hov/ is thy venerable name blasphemed by these
pious, canting, juggling politicians! By what right does
this base renegade doom to political annihilation nine tenths
I
of the adult inhabitants of nature."
j
A further quotation from the Rights of Nature compares
his conception of Nature with that of Burke: "Mr. Burke’s
Nature and mine are widely different. With him everything
is natural that has the hoar of ancient prejudice upon it, |
and novelty is the test of crime. In my h\imble estimation
nothing is nature but what is fit and true and can endure
the test of reason."
Another of Burke's assailants was the Dr. Priestly
whose house was burned by the Englishmen who had been
« j
terrified into mad rioting against the friends of the
i
i
I
French Revolution.
Dr. Priestly is best known now as the discoverer of
oxygen. He was then an eminent chemist, a Unitarian minister.
Dr. Priestly theologian, philosopher, and educator.]
His reply to Burke took the form of Letters to the Right
Honorable Burke (1791). The letters show his enthusiastic
|
greeting for the French Revolution. He wrote: "l cannot |
I
I
conclude these Letters, without congratulating the French
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nation and the world; I mean the liberal, the rational, and
the virtuous part or the world, on the great revolution that
has taken place in France, as well as on that which some
time ago took place in America—--These great events-—-mark
a totally new era in the history of mankind# It is-—
a
change from darkness to light, from superstition to sound
knowledge, and from a most debasing servitude to a state of
the most exalted freedom# It is a liberating of all the
powers of man-—-So that, in comparison with what has been,
now only can we expect to see what men really are, and what
they can do#”
He was confident in the future progress of liberated
mankind# And his trust in this perfectibility reminds us of
Godwin *s doctrines of perfectibility# The romantic poets,
you remember, were perhaps repelled by the cold logic of
Godwin’s arguments, but his faith in the perfection of man
received their enthusiasm and veneration#
A conclusion of the summary of the principles said
literature of the political literary Jacobins has been
reached# The world-fsunous poets, Wordsworth, Coleridge,
Southey, Shelley, and Byron wore all disciples of Godwin and
the other proponents of English Jacobinism#
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51.English Jacobins--rhe Romantic Poets
When the Jacobin party had come to the fore in France
and while the term “Jacobin" was being m.ore and more often
applied to all Englishmen who approved of the French
Revolution, a few famous individuals, for at least a few
crowded years, lost their hearts to the creed of English
Jacobinism. These were men younger than the actual
proponents of the revolutionary philosophy. They had found
their first eager ideas of life in the universities, and
under the Influence of the older thinkers, their sympathies
developed into true revolutionary enthusiasm. "Godwin was
their prophet, but they built upon his speculations the
1
superstructure of a dream that was all their own." With the
appearance of the first edition of the Political Justice
.
Wordsworth, Southey, and Coleridge gave themselves to Godwin’s
logic and carried his ideas to different conclusions,
Wordsworth was in Paris in 1791 and in 1792, and for a
time he did not appreciate the causes of this upheaval. The
Vtordsvrorth i rights of man and the democracy of Nature
seemed ob/ious to him, A high—souled French patriot, however,
£0 filled him with enthusiasm for the loftiness of the aims
of the Revolution that he determined to become a member of
the Girondln party. This patriot was Michel Beaupuy; and he
must have been not a little gratified at his success in
converting Wordsworth to his cause. Just hov/ much the young
poet engaged in French politics is a disputed point, but at
any rate he reluctantly returned to England. There he read
the Political Justice.
1 Shelley. Godwin, and their Circle
. Brailsford, p. 57
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His glorified view of man and 6f the natural goodness
of man had made him assent to the principles of Beaupuy, and
for these same reasons he became a disciple of Godwin.
The picture in France of a half-starved little girl
leading a heifer by a rope had caused him despair that taxes
were being wrung from a down trodden people. And when in
Paris he heard that the king had fallen, he left his bed,
ready to play the martyr. "Sleep no moreJ” he had cried.
He was ready to become a leader of the Revolution; but his
friends forced him to return to England before he committed
I
any rash act. Back in England in 1793 he was shocked that
his country had declared war on France. He declared that
England was against humanity's cause.
Wordsworth's sympathy for the Revolution, it is easily
j
I
understood, was purely emotional. A mystic, he had always
i
had faith in the mind itself as an active and creative thing.
„ 1 IMan to him was not flesh and blood but a beatific vision.”
This attitude made him a willing listener to the music
of the Revolution. As to other poets, so to him the world
seemed ready for re-creation. The Revolution gave to them
all a passionate love of human beings, a faith in the
natural goodness of man, a promise of universal justice and
a zeal for universal happiness for all time. Wordsworth was
especially exultant, and he wrote in his Prelude ;
"Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive.
But to be young was very heaven."
A liberty-loving poet was inspired with hope and joy.
^ The French Revolution and the English Poets
. Hancock, p. 28
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In this year 1793 he was in London when the Political
Justice appeared, and after his conversion to Godwinian
rationalism, he kept in touch with Godwin’s following. So
enthusiastic was he that he said to a student, "Throw away
your books on chemistry, and study the doctrine of Godwin
on necessity."
The following quotation from the Prelude shows that he
had adopted Godwin's fundamental principle of individualism
and social anarchy.
"How glorious J in self-knowledge and self-rule
To look through all the frailties of the world.
And with resolute mastery shaking off
Infirmities of nature, time, and place.
Build social upon personal liberty
Which, to the blind restraints of general laws
Superior, magisterially adopts
One guide, the light of circumstances flashed
Upon our independent Intellect."
He began in this new study of Godwin's goddess of
reason to lose his spiritual vision of life. Now he had to
apply cold logic to whatever transcended reason. "Consistent
with the principles of the rationalists he calls the mind
•like a culprit to the bar', and dem.ands that it shall
1
establish in plain day its titles and honors."
This Godwinian Influence could not long have had a hold
over a mind whose faculties were naturally remote from cold
1 Ibid., p. 14
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logic. Therefore the change did come; but not until 1796
when Napoleon's victories shocked him into a change of loyalty
Even for the Terror he had made an apology. He had
written to the Bishop of Dandall:
’’Have you so little knowledge of the nature of man as to
be ignorant that a time of revolution is not the reason of
true liberty?”
After Napoleon's victories, however, liberty was no
longer the unselfish passion that Wordsworth had believed
it to be. He suddenly felt that he had been a false
prophet—that he had been the dupe of his own feelings. He
changed his ideas so radically that he began to believe that
a nation should have the powers of law, tradition, and
common sentiment to hold it together. Then he broke away
from Godwin. He wrote the Borderers
.
putting Godwin's '
individualism to a crucial test and finding that it
!
brought disaster. '
Wordsworth was no longer a Jacobin; and even naming
him a Jacobin for these few years of his life will be
inaccurate unless we remember that there were many shades of
|
pro-revolutionary opinion and that each Jacobin was
concerned only with his own interpretation of the
revolutionary events.
I
There had been three poetic followers of Godwin:
Wordsworth, Coleridge and Southey; and of the three
Wordsworth had been the most consistent disciple.
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Coleridge and Southey became friends very early and
followed Godwin. together
,
but Wordsworth did not enter the
friendship until 1797 when all were antj:-Jacobins. Then
Wordsworth taught them that country lanes and quiet cottages
could give them comfort.
Southey had been only fifteen when the Bastille had
fallen, and his feelings must have been like those of
Southey Wordsworth; for he wrote to Caroline Bowles,
”A visionary world seemed to open upon those who were just
entering it. Old things seemed passing away, and nothing
was dreamt of but the regeneration of the human race”.
In 1793 he was a student at Balllol. Then he was
somewhat discouraged about the Revolution. The Terror and
the English war against France were giving him doubts. So
he wrote youthfully to Grosvenor Bradford.
"OJ for emancipation from these useless forms, this
useless life, these haunts of intolerance, vice^and folly."
He wanted to found an ideal city in America. He was
naturally emotional, and having studied Rousseau and the
other French philosophers, he was filled with French
"senslblerie"; but he had tempered his sensibility by
reading Godwin’s Political Justice .
Then in the spring of 1794 Coleridge came from
Cambridge. He was just twenty-two, two years older than
Coleridge Southey and a "dreamy, learned, poetic youth",
much more precocious than Southey and widely read especially
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in extraordinary aspects of theology and philosophy. He, too,
had been stirred by the Revolution, for he had written:
"Go Tyranny] beneath some barbarous sky thy terrors
lost and ruined deplore J" He, too, had been strongly
i
influenced by Rousseau and by Godwin* but unlike the other
Jacobins, Coleridge never lost his heart to the principles
of either. Coleridge was "never at any time a complete
,
1
Jacobin". He is Included in this story of Jacobins, for his
;
1
similar principles and for his part in the Pantisocracy.
When these two met as friends, their ideas were
j
I
I
somewhat alike. Both Unitarians, admirers of Priestly and
|
1
The Pantisocracy: disciples of Godwin, they made their I
I
plahs. They conceived the idea of finding, not Southey's
:
dream of any ideal city but a real communistic society on !
the banks of the Susquehanna River in America. This society
even in these Incipient stages was called the Pantisocracy.
Southey had apparently started the scheme, and Coleridge had
elaborated the theoretical side.
The latter wrote of the Pantisocracy as the place
I
"Where I dreamed that in the sober evening of my life
I should behold the cottages of independence in the Individual
dale of Industry." ^
The Susquehanna had been selected, because there lived
a group of exiled Frenchmen who had come to find peace and
equality. And there, too, lived Dr. Priestly.
The two friends parted for a time; but they wrote to one
|
I
another about their plans. They argued long and often^ and 4
1 The Romantic Quest
. Fairchild, p. 103
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gradually they began to see that the plan was futile*
Finally the whole idea collapsed with a quarrel in November
1795. They both had barely enough to live on even in England
<
Southey remained in Bristol whither he had gone,
expecting to sail to America* Coleridge had talked of the
book he was to write; had# reproached Southey for suggesting
difficulties; and he had married one of the Pricker sisters*
The end of the scheme was apparent in a final letter
to Southey* He wrote:
"I have told you, Southey, that I will accompany you
on an imperfect system* But must our system be thus
necessarily imperfect? I ask the question, that I may know
whether or not I should write the Book of Pantlsocracy*
"
Later Richard Lovell, who had married the other Fricker
1
sister, wrote to Holcroft and asked him to tell Godwin about
the plan* And again it was felt that a new land would help
them in their attempts to reason out a state of perfection*
This had been the object of the original plan* The two
friends had felt that the Revolution meant for them a break
with the past "and a leap forward into the fresh air of
1
freedom". The plan was never carried out, and Coleridge
and Southey made up their quarrel and continued their
revolutionary poems*
Southey wrote his epic, Joan of Arc, the heroine of
which Coleridge later termed a "Tom Paine in petticoats"*
Southey wrote sketches and stories of the lives of the
1
1
i
1
1 Politics and Literature, Cole, p. 125 1
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victims of an unjust society. In Elinor the exile called out
gratefully to a trackless forest where he had gone for comfort.
After the death of Robespierre, both felt their hopes
rise, and Coleridge wrote in 1795 his Sonnets on Eminent
Characters .
He praised reformers like Godwin and Priestly and he
condemned the conservatives, Burke and Pitt. He wrote of
Burke:
"Great son of Genius J sweet to me thy name
Ere in an evil hour with altered voice
Thou bidet Oppressions hireling crew rejoice.
Blasting with wizard spell my laurelled fame."
Pitt he termed a "dark Scowler" who "kissed his country
with Iscariot *3 mouth."
Soon after their dream of the Pantlsocracy had
disappeared, their Jacobinlan veneer of rationalism dropped
away, too; and forgetting revolutionary theories and reform,
they became purely romantic. After their indignation for
England *3 declaring war against Prance, Coleridge no longer
felt the impulse to right wrongs. He wanted simply to get
away from the world and lose himself in the love of Nature.
Like Wordsworth he had not been troubled by the Terror which
he regarded as a storm that would pass. He still had hoped
that Prance would prove that she was better Instructed by
her revolution than those countries under other forms of
government. But as events seemed to prove the contrary
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to be true, he also recanted and cried:
"Forgive me. Freedom! 0! forgive these dreams!
—————forgive me that I cherished
One thought that ever blessed your cruel foes!"
Southey had lost his dreams, too; but Coleridge became
a bitter antl-Jacobln* In later years he even opposed as a
Jacobin measure a bill for the prevention of cruelty to
animals*
And after Godwin had assailed all accepted laws,
customs, and dogmas, he fell a victim to the same reaction*
Godwin Mary Woll stonecraft died in 1797, and
and the
Reaction Godwin's happiness was gone* At that
time, too, there was no revolutionary stimulus as there had
been during the revolutionary period* There were no ardent
souls daring all for human perfectibility; they had either
been exiled to Botany Bay or like Holcroft, they were
struggling to live under the hardships of political
persecution* There were brutal cartoons and pamphlets
ridiculing the Jacobins* There were scurrilous attacks
particularly on a man who Innovated in morals; the
assumption was that he must be immoral*
Godwin wrote finally of the societies which had
perished or "shrunk to a skeleton"; and Jacobinism was
destroyed* For a time it was "deserted by almost every man
high or low on the island of Great Britain".
Controversies sprang up between Godwin and his enemies*
Godwin remained dignified and gave up none of his fxindamental
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doctrines; "but he had none of his early “fighting spirit .
And in spite of all attacks and his few discarded beliefs,
he maintained that his doctrine v/as still intact.
It was not until 1811 that Godwin again figured as a
Jacobin hero; and this time it was for the younger generation
of poets; for in 1811 Shelley wrote to a friend that he had
suddenly “with Inconceivable emotion heard that Godwin was
still alive".
A year later Southey met Shelley and wrote of him, "here
is a man at Keswick who acts upon me as my own ghost would do.
1
Sl-f^'’')ov 1 He is Just what I was in 1794," And in
1312 Southey, Coleridge, and ’/fordsworth were comfortably
respectable, Shelley, Byron, Hazlitt, and Leigh Hunt and
others began to attack them as turncoats, A new generation,
these men had been onl3r children during the Revolutionary
period and were now growing up during the conservative
reaction.
Naturally enough then, odwin, who still maintained his
revolutionary doctrine, would be a teacher of these four.
There is a difference of opinion as to his influence on
Shelley's sensitive mind. This poet became a Jacobin with
definite revolutionary ideals. Impassioned and vehement,
with his shuddering denunciation of the tyrannical past and
his unshakable faith in the perfected humanity of a radiant
future with no government , this young poet has been called
the "happy Jacobin".
1 Tlie Romantic Q.uest . l?'airchlld, p. 218
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Shelley was born a free thinker, born a "disturber of
the peace". At school he was known as "mad Shelley, the
Atheist". He had found ideas in Lucretius, in Hume, and in
the French philosophers, but when he published the Oxford
pamphlet on the Necessity of Atheism, he was not copying
I
I
I
anyone's ideas. His doctrine—if his early ideas may be so i
denominated--has been described as stating "Whatever is, is
1
I
not right". This seems to have been for him a first
principle of truth. "The Goddess of Revolution had rocked
2
his cradle."
I
He was deeply read in the French philosophers. Before
1813 he had read Condorcet, Holbach, Helvetius, Rousseau,
and Volney. Like Condorcet he dreamed of the continued
progress of man and of human perfectibility. He learned
i
paragraphs by heart, referred countless times to Holbach,
and carried Rousseau’s works about with him. Les Ruines ou
Me^ditations sur les ReVolutions des Empires was the popular
exposition of the ideas of the French by Volney and Interested
Shelley a great deal. Volney was a disciple of Holbach. His
was a sensational philosophy, a disbelief in the supernatural,
in duty, and in the conduct of life as seen through reason
and experience.
Like Volney, like Holbach, Shelley showed unrestrained
wrath against kings, priests, religion, and war. Kings were
selfish spendthrifts whose powers were not fairly won. He
wrote that the safety of kings "is in man’s deep unbettered
1 The French Revolution and the Romantic Poets, p. 58
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woe”* "Priests used three words like whips* God, hell, and
heaven”* His hatred for religion, too, was strong, for he
wrote, "the whole history of the spirit of religion is only
the history of the errors of the human mind* ——Religion
consecrates the crimes of despots and perverts the
principle of government"* He saw only the horrors and
miseries of war that was "the statesman *3 game and the
priest’s delight"; he blamed the priests, too, for war,
saying that they "sprinkled water on people and the people
breathed nothing but war and slaughter"* Like Godwin,
however, Shelley wished for the extinction of government
and for the happy reign of anarchy* Law kept man stupid,
for any sort of external restraint is displeasing to the
I
human mind *
I
j
"Power, like a desolating pestilence,
!
j
Pollutes whate'er it touches and obedience.
Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, truth
Makes slaves of men and of the human frame*
A mechanized automaton*"
Abolition of law, and the untramelled spirit of man would
create a Golden Age*
In 1811, the year when he "discovered" godwin, Shelley
was even then actively working for the cause of liberalism.
An Irish Journalist, Peter Finnerty, was sentenced to Jail
for an open letter; his speech had been too free for the
conservative minister to whom it was addressed. Many liberals
in England espoused Finnerty ’3 cause, and on the Oxford
T
I
I
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subscription list the third name was Mr. P. B. Shelley. The
profits from a first draft of Queen Mab , now lost,
maintained Finnerty while in jail. Queen Mab with early
enthusiasm showing its author ”an avowed atheist,
blaspheming deriding truths of Christian revolt" was in later
years partly retracted. Holbach was his inspiration for the
poem and its aggressive anti-religious spirit, for in Queen !
Mab he wrote
;
” there is no God
Nature confirms the faith his death groan sealed." !
The Revolt of Islam reflects the French Revolution and
|
shows strong Godwinian beliefs. Here was a revolution led
by Laon and Cynthis; they went about, asserting the law of
|
love in the world, but their oppressors were armies, and |
i
they were burned at the stake. Herein, too, lies a
difference in the ideals of Shelley and Godwin. Shelley
taught that reason would move the world by the power of love.
He believed that not universal enlightenment but the love of
man for all living things is the solution of a world's
problems. "Godwin's millenium was the age when all things
were known to man. Shelley's, the age when love purged
away all cruelties, Including the cruelties of suppression,
1
wisdom uninspired by love". In the preface to this poem
Shelley wrote of the French Revolution and showed Godwin
to be his master at this time.
"The French Revolution may be considered as one of those
I
manifestations of a general state of feeling among civilized
1 Goodwin, Shelley and Their Circle , Brailsford, p. 67
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mankind produced by a defect of correspondence between the
knowledge existing in society and the improvement or gradual
abolition of political Institutions.”
j
Peter Bell
,
The Third was a satirical poem Introducing
j
I
Wordsworth as having sold his soul to the devil and I
Coleridge as possessing untold wisdom and weakness.
j
I
Prometheus Unbound showed the theory as perfectibility
I
much like Godwin's theory; and herein is "the noblest
expression of the idealistic aspect of romantic radicalism”.
Prometheus was the giver of wisdom, chained to a rock for
countless ages as a punishment for his gift to man. He was
doomed to unremitted pain until love set him and all things
free.
Shelley, then, of the second generation, re-interpreted
Godwin's doctrine of life. The lofty stand, however, that
Shelley took showed that he was not a great political
j
thinker—his was the business of a poet. His poetry reflected
his attitude toward life that may be summed up in the
following:
”The French Revolution may have failed; politicians
may take bribes; the poor may be starving; but in the realm
of Shelley's imagination man is free, and love is the law
2
of the world •
”
Byron, the older contemporary of Shelley, was not
”the happy Jacobin” but the scornful Jacobin. His was a
Byron
i
radicalism born from the scorn of the
I many rather than from a love of mankind. He was an
i 1 The French Revolution and the Romantic Poets, p. 120
I
2 Ibid., p. 214
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aristocrat, an individualist, a kind cynic and th.e kind of
man who cannot labor long in a great cause and keep a
straight face and is likely to loathe reformers.”
Shelley had an unshakable faith--a faith based on
Helvetius, Holbach, Rousseau, Godwin—a faith in modern
though untried ideas. Byron had faith in nothing; and he
remained aloof from the intellectual and Instructive phase of
the French Revolution. Professor Karl Elza in his Lif
e
of
Byron says that he never got beyond negation in politics or
religion, for he wrote, ”I deny nothing, but I doubt
j
I
;
everything".
||
In 1813 Byron wrote, "I have simplified my politics
into an utter detestation of all existing governments". To ;j
make more vivid his hatred and condemnation of tyranny he 1
searched history for heroes of liberty. The best illustration
of his hero and martyr to tyranny is in Marino Foliero .
II
Israel Bertuccio, a noble character, was a revolutionist, and
j
his speeches on liberty showed lofty patriotism.
" What were we
j
If Brutus had not lived? He died in giving
j
Rome liberty, but he left a deathless lesson." ,
The poet believed the influence of martyrs to be j,
indestructible.
"They never fail who die
In a great cause; the block may soak their gore.
Their heads may sodden in the sun; their limbs.
1 The Romantic Quest, Fairchild, p. 175
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Be strung to cities* gates and castle walls
But still their spirit walks abroad#"
Byron was not then a constructive thinker or a true
revolutionist, for he had no program; he found inspiration
for his intense emotional radicalism in the patriots of
1
history and then "let loose his powerful force in revolt"#
His place in the history of Jacobinism—the history of
eighteenth century radicalism in England is, however, of
great importance# The policies of the Holy Alliance and of
Metternlch had not arrested this spirit of revolt# Shelley
was also a romantic radical, but his was not the forceful
language of Byron who was a militant power in this second
revolution—"The Jean Jacques Rousseau of the later
2
generation"
•
In the earlier paragraphs Rousseau has been described
as an Important Influence in English and French revolutionary
thought# A comparison of Byron and Rousseau is Interesting.
They both caught the popular feelings and made people take
notice; they both used the heart as the power of the moral
order of the world# They possessed "critical, satirical
ability to laugh at their own miseries; they both felt
aversion to contemporary society#" For in Byron *s Manfred
he wrote
"From my youth
My spirit walked not with the souls of men#"
And Don Juan was fresh from Nature *s school, unspoiled by
1 The French Revolution and th^Romantic Poets, n# 72
2 Ttld'., p#' 84
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civilization*
Moreover, as Byron wrote to Murray, ’’The truth is, the
grand primum mobile of England is cant, cant political, cant
religious, cant moral, always canti And he seems, does this
poet, to give us Don Juan to compare him with the respectable
conformists*
To continue the comparison of Byron and Rousseau, they
are seen to be leaders of their fellows, fiercely declaring
their own strength and resistance to authority* They lived,
one before the French Revolution was tried, the other, when
it was proved to be a failure; Divine Right was proclaimed
by the Louis and was now being proclaimed by Metternich*
Unlike Shelley, Byron was not conspicuous for his
attacks on religion* The reader must search his lines for
radical resistance to seemingly omnipotent authority* But
like Shelley he dislikes the Lake poets, the ’’solemn middle-
class professional scribblers”* In Don Juan he appeals to
them:
’’You're shabby fellows—true--but poets still.
And duly seated on the immortal hill*”
Southey had, as poet laureate, written the Vision of
Judgment
,
sending the soul of the dead George III to heaven
to be gloriously welcomed by angelic hosts*
In The Liberal
.
Byron presented his satire and spoke of
Southey:
”He had written for republics far and wide.
And then against them bitterer than ever*
•
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For pantisocracy he once had cried
Aloud: a scheme less moral than ’twas clever.
Then grew a hearty anti-Jacobin
Had turned his coat and would have turned his skin.
Southey in Byron’s satire began to read his Vision of
Judgment in heaven; the disgusted angels threw him out, and
in the confusion George crept into heaven and was last seen
practising the one hundredth psalm.
This poem was typical of Byron’s thrusts at kings,
corrupt ministers, and social injustices of all times.
Chllde Harold he apostrophized freedom:
"Yet, freedom] Yet thy banner torn, but flying
Streams like the thunderstorm against the wind."
Here in this poem Washington was hailed as a child of Nature
as well as the father of his country.
Perhaps Byron was acting sometimes; perhaps he was not
always sincere; but he continued to be a fierce defender of
the lost cause—and so spoke the courageous, reckless
Don Juan
.
"For I will teach, if possible, the stones
To rise against earth’s tyrants. Never let it
Be said that we truckle still to thrones.
But never mind, --God save the King and Kings
For if he don’t, I doubt if we will longer.
I think I hear a little bird who sings
The people by and by will be the stronger .
"
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Byron took up the "heritage left him by Rousseau" and the
strength of his personal force must have been an inspiring
influence to the younger generation under the shadow of the
Holy Alliance.
There were two other important members of this younger
generation--two essayists who sympathized not so fiercely,
not so emotionally, but sincerely, with the French
Revolution.
^ The French Revolution and the Romantic Poet; p. 86
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English Jacobins—Essayists 70
There is no passionate pleading, no invective in the
following:
"I am no politician and still less can I be said to be
a party man, but I have a hatred for tyranny and a contempt
for its tools." Thus wrote Hazlitt, a sincere Jacobin, more
moderate in language, a Jacobin with no moral doctrine in
his work—he distrusted and disliked doctrinaires. Because
of his lack of urgent moral principles he did not greatly
Influence the thought of his time. There is, however, no
more interesting Jacobin to study; for he gives us opinions
on all the affairs of the time.
In 1798 Coleridge went to Shrewsbury to become the
Unitarian minister. Hazlitt heard his first sermon and
wrote enthusiastically of it.
"Poetry and Philosophy met together.
Truth and Genius had embraced under the eyes
and with the sanction of religion."
When he returned home, he felt that "there was a spirit of
hope and youth in all nature that turned everything to good".
Coleridge often took the young man, then in his
twenties, to see Wordsworth, who lived nearby; and he
discussed many questions with these two Jacobins. He later
offered gratitude to Coleridge, but the reason for his
enthusiastic thanks is not entirely clear, for he had
already created for himself a full set of radical opinions.
He was a natural dissenter, for his father had been a
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dissenting minister, and revolt, religious and political,
was in the family blood. An uncle was an honorable American
j
soldier, and his father always loved to talk about the cause
of civil and religious liberty.
His first printed article appeared in 1791 in a
Shrewsbury newspaper. He indignantly rebuked the intolerant
j
churchmen who sympathized with the Birmingham mob that had
just burned down the house of Dr. Priestly. He was then
thirteen years old and was a young Jacobin entirely under the
j
spell of the French Revolution ’’which was unrolling its
stupendous drama during just those years from 1792-1799
1
when his opinions were a-forming”. Before he was seventeen
he had drawn up a scheme of legislation that was based on
j
the most liberal of individual rights.
j
1
1
And Hazlltt never changed. When he wrote in the
Memoirs of Thoma s Holcrof
t
that there was ’’nothing too
j
mighty for this new-begotten hope”, he spoke for himself as
I
he remained during his life, staunchly loyal to the
Revolutionary Ideal. He belonged to the first and second
I generation of Jacobins. Even the period of the worst
j
atrocities did not effectively dim his enthusiasm and
certainly did not change his opinions.
Unlike contemporary Jacobins, however, Hazlltt did not
i
like the "raw multitude”. He doubted whether America could
produce a single head like one of Titan's noblemen, ’’nurtured
in all the glory of aristocracy and all the blindness of
1 A Group of English Essayists
,
Winchester, p. 89
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popery*** He disliked, too, the rustic Ignorance of
Wordsworth's humble folk; so Hazlitt was never, then, wholly
a democrat* He despised rulers more than he loved people*
His devotion to Napoleon has an Important place in the
philosophy of Jacobinism* Here was a Jacobin to whom
I
I
I
Napoleon was the champion of ordered Victorian liberty—
I
a noble figure who was fighting the battle between the
People and the Divine Right of Kings*
His works were not many* The Natural Disinterestedness
I
of the Human Mind made him hopeless that he would find
success in literature* He discovered in this essay that
there is no such thing as innate and necessary selfishness;
j
and this idea reflects French philosophy—he had spent two
years in France, studying art* He did write, however, for
Hunt's Examiner ; and from his social activities we know
that he was deeply interested in all English Jacobins* He
met and talked to all of Lamb's set—Godwin, Burney,
Richardson, Dyer and many others* Not all of these men were
Jacobins, to be sure, but they were intensely interested in
political problems* With enthusiasm Hazlitt wrote the
t
Memoirs of Holcroft, a book several times referred to in
I
this thesis*
And how did he consider those fallen from the grace
of revolutionary doctrines? He hated Southey and always
i|
jl
mourned over Coleridge as a fallen archangel* fie distrusted
l'
! the doctrinal radical—Byron and his loud speeches, Shelley !
I
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and his rhapsodizing poetics* Such men in his opinion had
|
ruined the Revolution In the beginning. |
I
Burke, too, drew up hatred—"that man who has done more
j
mischief than perhaps any other man In the world". Tories
|
and Whigs, one, inveterate enemies of liberty, crushing |
revolutions all over Europe, the other, "a sort of whiffling,
snuffling, cunning, silly, contemptible unmeaning negation"— jj
these he hated, too. And he did not believe that any
Individual or group of Individuals truly represented
radicalism. Jacobinism in England. Each Jacobin had his own |
theory and was Interested In reforming the world In his
t
own way. !
ji
Naturally a man, sincere though he may be, who often ji
I;
limited his political writing to expressions of hatred would !
li
not greatly Influence the thought of the age. And as a i
it
matter of fact Hazlltt did not hope to do anything against
|
what he called "the well-knit force of tradition". i,
A sincere, dignified, reflective Jacobin summed up his ij
loves and his character. He loved, as he says of himself,
"to listen to the trump of war, the shout of victory, to ,<
question history as to the movements of the human heart; |j
to seek for truth; to plead the c^use of Liberty".
j
There was another romantic enthusiast In this new
j
I
generation of Jacobins. Leigh Hunt Is the second essayist j
to be considered and was very different from Hazlltt.
Leigh Hunt, well known for his easy good nature, was a
|
Jacobin, vivacious, hopeful and perhaps a little unconcerned !i
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about his radicalism. His religious beliefs, if he had any,
were not serious; he interested himself in every ism until
Leigh Hunti he arrived finally at a sort of
~ 1
"benevolent Indifferentism". And his son wrote about him,
"While he was not a hypocrite, my father was not, I must
confess, remarkable for being explicit about himself".
He, too, had his creed of happiness, for he maintained
that every being is created to win at some time, eternal
happiness. Everything that happens will sometime be seen to
be best for everybody. Any doctrine conflicting with this
beatific statement he rejected*
A political creed was no less indefinite. In favor of
change and reform everywhere, he opposed everything
controlled by royal privilege. With this creed he was
equipped to edit his first Important enterprise—a radical
journal.
He started the Examiner in 1808 with his brother, John.
At this time, it may be remembered, Napoleon was the victor,
and conservative England was in full sway. Any liberal
action that aroused a suspicion of disloyalty to the British
Constitution risked even personal arrest. Therefore the
setting up of a liberal paper was an act in Itself that
would Involve the defiance of authority and many chances of
persecution. But Hunt loved and courted chances to appear
the martyr.
The Examiner was not to be dangerously radical.
Upholding the British Constitution, opposed to the latest—
^
jj
1 Ibid., p. 207
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developments of the French Revolution, disliking Eazlitt,
Hunt did not seek trouble here* He did, however, admire
Napoleon and advised England to leave him alone. The editors
stood, also, for independence in political reform at home
even though England was then terrified at the merest
mention of reform.
The twenty-four year old editor sent out his paper ^
that was somewhat sentimental in tone and also rather lofty,
for he presumed to instruct statesmen and philosophers* The !
material published showed that the taste of the editors was
;
more for literature than for politics. Lamb contributed !
his best things to the Examiner ; and as long as Hunt kept
to conservative literature, he was unharmed* '
An article on the Prince Regent was too outspoken,
however, and Hunt was sent to jail for two years* In prison
I
he spent two very happy years--composlng his longest poem
|
I
and enjoying the pleasures of his own family life*
j
The Examiner itself escaped conviction; and the
following excerpt from the unfortunate article expresses
Hunt's opinion and is a good example of his style*
I
"ViThat person unacquainted with the true state of the
case would imagine, in reading these astounding eulogies,
that this 'glory of the people ' was the subject of millions
j
!
of shrugs and reproaches, that this protector of the arts
|
had named a wretched foreigner his historical painter in
I
disparagement or in ignorance of the merits of his
^
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countrymen—that this breather of eloquence could not say a
dozen decent words.”
Until 1821 Cartwright, a lesser but no less faithful
literary Jacobin, and John Hunt ‘edited the Examiner , but
did not again meddle in politics. At this time, upon
leaving jail, Leigh Hunt gave up his papers in order to enter
a new undertaking with Shelley.
For a number of years Shelley had been a close friend, I
and the two poets had spent much time together. Since the !
bitterest of Anti-Jacobin articles in the Blackwood had been ^
directed toward Hunt, he was then considering himself the
,
leader of the new literary movement not only in politics
|
but in poetry.
In 1821, then, he accepted the invitation of Shelley I
to go to Italy and there with Byron to conduct a new review, !
the Liberal. This journal would be edited in Italy but .
would be printed by John Hunt in London. Shelley's tragic
death, however, left Hunt penniless. He turned to the ’’cool
generosity of Byron, who was then at the height of his
success”
.
Byron cared little about the Liberal and contributed
nothing but what made John Hunt go to jail for publishing.
A summary of Hunt's opinions presents a fairly accurate
picture of our last important Jacobin. He advocated good
causes with an easy, careless cheerfulness. Obligation and
ethics were for him only ”a muddle of mawkish sentiment and
I
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lukewarm benevolence”. He was much concerned with the
earnestness of ”good” people and in his early years wrote
amusing papers in the Examiner on ”the Folly and Danger of
Methodism" and on "Christianism, Belief and Unbelief
Reconciled". His method was interesting: believe only what
you like, and disbelieve everything else; and the thing
is done.
Like Shelley he refused to recognize all law and
penalty and believed thoroughly in the power of the
benevolent Impulse". Unlike Shelley he had no conception
of the seriousness of human life, and he did not share
Shelley’s despair that the world was perplexing and difficult
to reform.
He could not then be called one of the reflective
Jacobins, for he could not understand the complexity of
questions that were the despair of more serious—mlnded
Jacobins. He did speak the truth as he always prided
himself as doing; and he did something in his early years
for the cause of civil liberty.
I
It is pleasant, too, to add that in 1832 England showed
brighter skies for him and for all liberals. Politics were
changing, and younger men were remembering his services to
liberalism. Even his old enemy, the Blackwood, invited him
to become a contributor in order to make amends for the
harsh words of earlier years. He himself was broader and
I
more human.
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We may remember him for his sincere prayer
:
"Write me as one who loved his fellow men n

The Anti-Jacobin Movement
The first issue of' the Anti-Jacobin, a oaoer introduced I
in order to laugh the Jacobins out of England by exposing all
The Anti-Jacobin the weaknesses of literary,
social and political satire, appeared on November 20, 1797.
It had the usual contents of a newspaper; *lt contradicted
systematically the argument of the Jacobins and ridiculed
I
every prominent person sympathetic with the French Revolution,:
Its ideal to uphold old England politics was a bigoted one.
The editor-in-chief, William Gifford, was a veteran
satirist. Other men, George Ellis, George Canning, John
Frere, Erasmus Darv/ln, contributed to the paper articles
which will live in a history of literary Jacobinism in Englanc
.
The British Government in great alarm and panic was
maniacal in repressing the opinions and activities of the
Jacobins. The Anti-Jacobin
, however, felt "temperamental
antipathy" toward its foes. It called all radical
Englishmen, Jacobins; and all Jacobins were "cads and "rotterii
It was unfair of course as all satire is unfair, but its
"hits" were carefully directed. The following from ^ New
Morality calls to mind Hunt's philosophy, and the early
enthusiasm of Coleridge and Wordsworth.
"Mark her fair votaries, prodigal of grief.
With cureless pangs, and woes that mock relief,
Droop in soft sorrow o'er Loire's
I
It
I
ensanguined flood
Choked up with slain; of Lyons drenched in blood;
79.
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Of hearts tom reeking from the mangled breast*
They hear—and hope, that all Is for the best.”
Men belonging to the New Morality were given as
^
horrible examples: Coleridge, Smith, Lloyd, Lamb, Priestly,
Thelwall, Paine, Williams, Godwin, and Holcroft.
It was absurd of course to state that Lamb and Price belonged
I
to the same philosophy. And without regard to the various
I
[
levels of radicalism the Antl -Jacobln considered them all
pure traitors.
Godwin was considered the arch-Jacobln, and became the
Mr. Higgins of St. Mary-Axe, a literary figure In the pages
of the Antl »Jacobln
, that fought against every hated
tendency. The aim of Higgins was Rousseaulstlc. He was
supposed to "restore the first and pure simplicity, to rescue
and recover the Interesting nakedness of human nature by
ridding her of the cumbrous establishments which the folly,
pride, and self-interest of the worst part of our species
have heaped upon her”.
Her principles: (1) Whatever Is, Is wrong. (2) The
eternal and absolute perfectibility of man were ridiculed
adroitly. Mr. Higgins declared, "from a level with
I
I
cabbages of the field to the present state and with no
Interference we may continue to exert and expand ourselves.
Everything would bo different if we could have a fresh
start. It has been by prejudice and folly, by kingcraft and
1 Noble Savage
. Fairchild, p. 342
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priestcraft and other evils of civilized society of natural
man"
,
Nothing like this was found in Godwin who in spite of
his faults possessed real intelligence. "In Holcroft, Bage,
and the Pantisocrates there is this hlend of primitivism
1
and perfectibility " ; therefore this is a tenor of
Jacobinism,
The Pro vre 3
s
of ?/!an in forty cantos, the work of
Canning, Gifford, and Prere, traced the decline of men from
the days of the blameless savage. The following is an
interesting quotation:
"Man only,—rash, refined, presumptuous man
Starts from his rank, and mars creation's plan
Resigns his native rights for meaner things
For faith and fetters, lav;s, and priests, and
kings."
The Needy Knife Grinder was directed against Southey
whose conversion to conservatism did not influence his
tormentors. This parody mocked Southey's poetry, thought,
and person. The following offers sympathy for the unlucky
hard-working knife-grinder 1
"Weary knife-grinder I Little think the proud ones.
Who in their coaches roll along the turnpike
Road, what hard work *tis crying all day
'Knives and scissors to grind Ol"
1 Ibid., p, 344
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In 1798 the Anti -Jacobin had cheapened and
discredited the revolutionary propagandists. Its creators
had sneered at all Jacobins—all "French publicists"—and
had maintained the older England of law and right. Canning
showed the claims of his native past in these lines:
"Guard we but our hearts; with constant view
To ancient morals, ancient manners true. I
l|
1
True to the manlier virtues, such as nerv’d
j
Our fathers' breasts, and this proud isle
preserved.
l
For many a rugged age: and scorn the while 1
j
Each philosophic atheist's spacious guile:
j
The soft seductious, the refinements nice,
j
I
Of gay Morality, and easy Vice;
So shall we brave the storn; our 'stablished pow'r
ij
Thy refuge, EUROPE, some happier hour."
j!
i
The Anti -Jacobin , then, contributes to Jacobin
|
literature and shows conservative literary opinion of the
beliefs of many great men. Its cause, certainly against
righteousness and human happiness, was bigoted. The "cads",
j
"rotters", "French publicists", "revolutionary propagandist
j
I
"pure traitors"--all Jacobins were pure traitors. |i
li
How Jacobins were considered by lesser literary lights
jj
of England, perhaps more representative of the English peoplej,,
has already been partly shown in the consideration of Richard !
Dinmore's masterly defense. A condemnation no less masterly
j
^
f
I

in emotional quality is a sermon published by a country
parson and entitled A Country Parson * s Address to His Flock
written by Francis Wollaston and published in 1799. Another
tract was prepared by a Northern Minister, self-styled, with
enormities committed by Jacobins in a recent election. His
proofs seemed a bit exaggerated, and like enormities were
doubtless committed by the other side.
The country Parson's sermon is, however, valuable for it
tendency to condemn all Jacobins for everything. Several
Englishmen at this time published in England and in America
(under the pen of Peter Porcupine in the new land) histories
of Jacobinism; but this parson’s history and flaming
denunciation is typical and more generally interesting.
The parson is thoroughly indignant. He had found hand
bills being circulated to the effect that a Sunday School
The Country would be opened by the Union Society
Parson '
s
Address of Greenwich where children ’’will be
taught Reading and Spelling, to revere God and to obey their
Parents"--and advertising two sermons that would be preached
in the same place.
Naturally the minister, who declared that he had always
done his duty, resented the intrusion into his fold by this
society, unasked as it was.
He thereupon wrote of Jacobinism as "irreliglon which
now stalks forth with gigantic strides in other nations while
it is sapping the foundation of everything that is good
among us”.
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He told his flock that he had found out about
Jacobinism only through much reading; therefore he was
j
prepared to tell them about it. The history of Jacobinism
began with the ’’liberty and equality of freemasonry—the
fierce rancor of Voltaire and his self-styled philosophers
against Jesus Christ and his religion—the democratic
principles of Rousseau and his visionary schemes about the
origins of all government”. The court of France and all
I things French should be barred from England.
All names are absorbed by the term Jacobinism "a
numerous horde", "the scourge of the earth”, a "convulsive
shock”, "seditious societies”, "this plague of Jacobinism”,
"an infection", "atheists”, "free and licentious people”,
Jacobins were pretending that the English Parliament was in
no need of reformJ God had so far preserved the English
people; and he would continue to do so without the help of
the Jacobins.
It has seemed best to end the direct references to
English Jacobinism with the Anti—Jacobin movement. We have
a clearer picture through the words of its foes as well as
through the works of its proponents and friends. The
literature of English Jacobinism wgs a great parade of
Jacobin heroes, in democratic posturings, the music of
passionate lyricism conducting them. And perhaps the figure ^
I
I may be completed by suggesting that the works of enemies were
|
like the clowns at the rear of the procession, grimacing,
laughing and alwavg
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IConclusion
Has a definition of Jacobinism been given? In as far
as possible this many-sided prism of radicalism has been
described—its aims, its beliefs, and the results of its
aims and beliefs in literature. A brief definition would
be inaccurate, and a repetition of definitions already given
would be superfluous. If we turn eighteenth century
Englishmen, we shall call those men Jacobins who were in
sympathy with the French Revolution and its aims. And the
alms of the French Revolution were to prove man good and
capable of much good work, to reform laws and prisons, and
to eradicate all Injustices.
Now, a little more than a hundred years later, we
consider Jacobinism a bit romantic, laughable; but it has
been our modern democratic ideal that all men should have
equal opportunities and should be entitled to the pursuit
of happiness. We do not question, then, many of the ideals
of Jacobinism. Many of those ideals have, in fact, been
realized. And now we have the revolutionary ideal still with
us. We called it Bolshevism; we speak intellectually of
Socialism; we, a few of us, are becoming not so panlc-stricker,
at the mention of Communism.
In this country, in our own homes, the radio gives us
j
Coughlanism—Father Goughian 's circular for members of a
Society for Social Justice is a good Jacobinical document--.
Longism and New Dealism. Has the Revolutionary Ideal
survived? It is always with us, always changing to meet
i
j
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Summary of Thesis 87
Eighteenth and nineteenth century Jacobinism of all
countries had its beginnings in France during the years just
preceding the French Revolution. A small revolutionary group,
the Club Breton, which was the best organized of all the
pre-revolutionary radical groups, met in a Jacobinian convent
and began to call its members, therefore, Jacobins. Gradually
a network of clubs spread over France and into other countrieji
of Europe. There was no typical Jacobin, for nearly all
Frenchmen, whether physicians, ex-nobles, ex-priests or
actors were inflamed with revolutionary zeal. This was their
common ideal: an Independent nation, giving its countrymen
liberty, equality, and fraternity in their every day
religious, social^ and political life. Jacobinism declined
in France in the post-revolutionary years but not before
|
it had spread to England, Scotland, Italy, and America.
The sources of this revolutionary doctrine were found
in the philosophical writings of French men of letters who
in turn had been Influenced by English thinkers. The
Englishmen^ Bacon, Locke, Hobbes, and others gave their own
theories of primitivism, freedom^and perfectibility to
Helvetius, Holbach, Rousseau, and Condorcet, who gave
strength to these ideals and applied them to every phase of
human activity. English Jaeobins read the French writings
avidly, but were inclined to give credit for the new ideas
to their own countrymen.
I
England in this age of enlightenment was suffering
|
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badly* The great Whig Schism, the partial failure of the
Bank of England, mutinying on the seas, French victories,
i and poverty among the lower classes gave reason for the
I
spread of revolutionary reform propaganda; therefore the
Jacobins found much cause for despair over England *s sorrows*
The prominent men in England who sympathized with the
French Revolution were promptly called Jacobins* These men
were nearly all famous men of letters and had large
followings In many organized societies* Literary and even
less intellectual Jacobins presented their principles of
equal right to the honors and Justice of their country in
law and education; freedom in religion, universal suffrage;
and many social reforms. Their reputation In England was
very bad; and the mere mention of a Jacobin gave a
conservative Englishman as many tremors as the wildest
French revolutionists would give him*
The influence, then, of the French, as well as of the
American Revolution, was Incalculable* English poets thrilled
to both wars for the liberation of man from oppression*
The chief proponents of English Jacobinism were Tom
Paine, Godwin, and Mary Wollstonecreift* They all three
contributed their different interpretations of the Ideals
of freedom; and their books and essays were widely read*
II
|i Godwin was considered the "arch-Jacobln” by his enemies; and
ii
ij he greatly Influenced the younger generation.
I The seed of Jacobinism was planted by two important
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societies, the Corresponding, and Constitutional Societies*
The members met to discuss the affairs of the French
Revolution and proposed English reforms* Chance phrases
repeated by their enemies and the cruel censoring and
terror of Englishmen caused the societies to be disbanded
and their members to be prosecuted and exiled. Some leaders,
however, were dismissed as not guilty, but they suffered the
shame of ill-favor among their countrymen during the
remaining years of their lives. Chief among them were Price,
Hardy, Holcroft, Thelwall, and Priestley, all of whom have
left Jacobinical literature.
The three romantic poets, Wordsworth, Coleridge, and
Southey offered much during their early years to the
Jacobin cause; but the Terror in France caused them to turn
almost abruptly from their youthful enthusiasm for freedom
and brought upon themselves the contempt of the younger
generation of poets. Their liberal thinking affected their
work, and, particularly in the case of Wordsworth, gave to
the poets more vigor and passion. The Pantisocracy never
materialized; it was a phantom, free society to be founded
by Southey and Coleridge in America.
Godwin did not change with the conservative reaction
after the Terror; and he thereby influenced Shelley and
Byron, prominent Jacobins. These two poets offered different
revolutionary ideals; one, the ideal based on the love and
faith of mankind, the other, of faith in nothing and
i
criticism of everything. Two essayists were also members
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of the second generation. Hazlitt with his opinions of his
contemporaries and of their ideals and Leigh Hunt's good
natured martyrdom to the cause of liberty in his journal.
The Examiner , did not greatly affect the thought of the
period but contributed much to the history of English
Jacobinism in literature,
A violent Anti-Jacobin movement—organized only under
the journal called the Anti -Jacobin— savagely repressed,
scorned or laughed at these English radicals. All the
persecution was successful until the second generation began
bravely to withstand attacks, in the year 1832 England was
growing to be a little more liberal.
The Revolutionary Ideal during these forty years of
European and American history has survived to the present
day; and modern Europeans and Americans still find their
hearts moved for freedom and reform.
The purpose of this thesis has been to present
Jacobinism, seen in English literature, as a prism of
radical thought. Every Jacobin was a law unto himself,
reflected what he wanted from this philosophical prisn^ and
turned aside what displeased him. Jacobinism was the sum
of those radical Ideals, whether serious or emotional,
whether alike or contradictory, of all the liberal-minded
Englishmen of the age.
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